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This is a thesis in Nordic folkloristics about travel narratives. By analyzing stories and reports in 

conversations, I aim to understand how young adult backpackers have experienced their time as 

travelers, and how they make meaning of their experiences. 

 

Meaning-making is a central human activity which is given in a cultural context. I use meaning-making 

as a method to understand how travel experience is translated into a narrative. The material consists of 

seven thematic interviews on the experiences of my informant’s lengthy travels. The theoretical 

framework on narrative as text, on stories and reports supports the meaning-making process from the 

experience to the interpretation. The planning and packing is viewed as initiations to a rite of passage, 

which is being characterized as the betweenness of two states, or as a transitional state in itself. 

 

The analytical concepts I createted to understand the interplay of learning and enjoying are immersion, 

distress and transformation. These concepts are further divided into immersive places and circumstances, 

situations on a pinch, environmental and digital distress. Last, there are narratives on self-development, 

fluidity and transitions. 

The analytical concepts support an understanding of traveling as a transitional time and space of 

freedom, where the traveler is someone who is immersed in spontaneous communitas, in a romantic-

adventurous quest for paradise and immediate confrontation of human identities. The traveler can face 

trouble, dilemmas and expectations. The impact of the physical and virtual environment can be a source 

of distress one prefers to withdraw from. Finally, there are elements of transformation such as self-

development, fluidity and transitions in the narratives presented. The analysis consists of contradictions 

such as planning versus spontaneity, freedom from and freedom to, resistance to omnipresence. 

The result of the thesis is that the narratives about experiences related to immersion, distress and 

transformation create transitions between different life situations. Long-term travel is a liminal space 

when one is detached from an uncertain future. Traveling can furthermore be seen as personal freedom 

from institutional obligations, a critique towards sedentarism and a rite of passage. 
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1 Introduction 

 

I chose the subject of this thesis after a three-week trip to Thailand and the 

Philippines I did in spring 2018. I was fascinated by why some young adults are 

interested in making lengthy, independent, far-away trips to certain “backpacker-

friendly” or “non-touristy” destinations. Although my trip was shorter than the trips I 

intend to include in my thesis, I  pictured myself making a trip that was different 

from a holiday. 

Tourism is one of the world’s leading industries. Youth travel has an enormous 

global economic impact, and this impact is continuously growing. According to 

numbers provided by a report by WYSE Travel Federation and UNWTO, the 

international youth travel market was USD 190 billion in 2009 and USD 286 billion 

in 2014. Youth travelers of ages between 15 and 29 are estimated as 23 % of all 

international travelers in 2015. A report from 2014 by WYSE Travel Federation 

states that global tourism contributed US$7 trillion to the world economy (in direct 

and indirect contributions) and represented 9 % of the global GDP. According to a 

report by AirBnB from 2016, the youth travelers often referred to as millennial 

travelers1 are redefining their top priorities in life, and travel is deeply important for 

them. Global Report on The Power of Youth Travel by World Tourism Organization 

(UNWTO) mentions the following about millennial travelers: 

“They are young, yet an influential group of of travelers interested to 

‘live like a local’, an immersive experience… The millennial’s search 

for new and unique experiences takes him or her to places that travelers 

from other market segments often don’t reach: up-and-coming travel 

destinations, places ‘off the beaten track’, rural areas and the local 

niches within city neighbours.” (UNWTO, 2016) 

                                                 
1 AirBnB is a hospitality service and online marketplace and as stated in their report, the millennial 

generation consists of individuals between ages 18 to 35 in 2016. As stated in the text, various sources 

use various ranges and time periods to define the demographic cohort of millennials, also known as 

Generation Y, roughly from early 1980s to mid-1990s. 
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Today, a growing number of young travelers are interested in immersing themselves 

with local culture, self-development and purposeful travel. 

Tourism is a discursive environment full of contradictions, and tourists themselves 

play a major role in shaping its narratives. In this thesis, I will study backpacking, an 

independent form of tourism, through narratives of immersion, distress and 

transformation among seven Finland-Swedish youth travelers. By studying what has 

been said and how it has been said, I attempt to understand the global independent 

travel culture through travel narratives. 

This thesis in Nordic folkloristics is encompassed by the global independent travel 

culture, specifically in the context of Finland-Swedish youth culture. Folklorists are 

concerned with practices related to the everyday life of individuals, groups, and 

nations. I do not aim to cover the millennial generation as a whole, nor do I claim the 

material of this thesis to represent the experiences of all Finland-Swedes, or youth 

travelers with differing nationalities. This thesis is speaking from a privileged 

perspective. Youth travelers from other countries and other generations have other 

conditions forming their possibilities and experiences while traveling, thus my 

material is unique in time and representation. 

This thesis is an analysis on quality of experience with individuals as narrated by the 

Finland-Swedish young adult travelers. “You have your backpack and it is your life”, 

the title of this master’s thesis, is an illustration of this heterogenous experience. The 

quote belongs to one of the seven young adults I interviewed during spring and 

summer 2018, as a part of my field work I conducted for The Swedish Society of 

Literature in Finland. 

 

1.1 Statement of purpose 

 

This master’s thesis aims to understand the changing global independent travel 

culture through the small slice of seven Finland-Swedish young adults who made 

lengthy, independent travels far away from their home country. They engage in 

traveling as a leisurely activity and as a lifestyle. Youth travelers of today want to 

experience the world in a way which is unique for their generation, I aim to 
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understand what they have experienced, and how they talk about it in interviews. My 

hypothesis is that the meanings in their narratives I will study is a microcosm of their 

surrounding world, which is unique for the current state of the world. I use meaning-

making to construct a transitional space of freedom interviews with seven 

informants, and the thesis sheds light on how they narrate their experienced time 

when making lengthy backpacking trips. The analytical concepts of distress (chapter 

6) and transformation (chapter 7) will together with immersion give form to three 

viewpoints on the liminal rites of passage and liminoid playfulness, characters that 

are being brought up from the travel stories and travel reports. My ambition with this 

thesis is to shed light on a transitional space of freedom through making meaning of 

interviews with Marcus, Matilda, Simon, Anna, Ida, Katarina and Johan. 

 

 

2 Background 

 

The backpacker has become a cultural symbol for a growing restlessness in modern 

societies. Arguably the phenomenon has been around for more than a generation and 

its cultural symbols of low budget drifting in far-away places with a backpack are 

more or less known to a wider public. Changes associated with the modern 

information society, consumerist society and a growing middle class with resources 

to spend on leisurely traveling have made mobile lifestyles and the individualization 

of traveling possible. 

After World War II the concept of tourism became more complex, as international 

tourism began booming. Tourism scholars drew distinctions based on manner of 

travel, travel motivations, travel experiences and so on (Noy 2007, 8). John Urry has 

written the book The Tourist Gaze 3.0 (2011) where he claims that tourism, although 

an activity that supposedly is all about pleasure, often involves risks such as disease, 

danger and death, to the extent that tourism becomes self-destructive. The interplay 

of risk and pleasure is among the many contradictions of the tourism industry. (ibid. 

217) 
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In the background chapter I will present a formal definition of backpacker tourism, 

and suggest Noy’s updated, processual alternative as the perspective of this thesis. A 

new, tech-literate generation of young adults have been indulging themselves in 

traveling as a leisurely activity. The new traveling generation are millennials, the 

biggest generation in history (Merrill Edge Report 2017, 1).  Among the major 

differences, telecommunication, consumerist society and a growing global middle 

class has revolutionized the everyday practices of our life. This chapter constitutes a 

background where research on contemporary travel phenomena, the virtual world 

and the significance of technology in work and leisure will be presented. 

 

 

2.1 The backpacker and other mobilities 

 

Let us begin this chapter with a brief effort of formally classifying backpackers as a 

tourist category. Although classified as an institutionalized form of mobility such as 

other tourist populations, backpackers share similarities with other, disputably non-

tourist mobile lifestyles as well. Among these, global nomads, digital nomads, 

original drifters and flashpackers will be presented and discussed. 

The backpacking phenomena is commonly associated with youth travelers between 

the ages of 20–30 years, European, North American and Australian middle class or 

upper middle class, typically degree students or graduated. The term backpacker is 

commonly associated with youth traveling, but a similar type of ‘experiental’ 

tourism, with a focus on authenticity has been studied and separated from pleasure-

oriented tourism already in the 1970’s (Cohen 1979, 179). Although earlier 

considered as separate from the tourist industry as either countercultural drifters of a 

socially sanctioned form or criticized as seekers of cultural capital with neo-

imperialist undertones, backpackers are currently viewed as a form of non-organized 

mass tourism. The journey of a backpacker is temporal. (Kannisto 2014, 268; Noy 

2004b, 79, Uriely, Yonai & Simchai 2002, 535) 

Chaim Noy’s work with Israeli backpacker’s narratives suggest that formal and 

structural definitions of backpacking create tensions with the subjective experience 
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of the backpackers. Backpackers are recognized as anti-establishment travelers who 

make multi-destination trips lasting several months or years, oftentimes traveling to 

third world countries on a low budget to hold countercultural, authentic experiences. 

Noy argues that formal definitions can create occasional inaccuracies, since studies 

have suggested that backpackers vary greatly in age, rarely adhere to anti-

establisment worldviews, and belong to a wealthy category of tourists. Furthermore, 

backpacking is a heterogenous segment of tourism, where the common denominator 

of low budget, length and independence vary greatly from subject to subject. (Noy 

2007, 9) 

In her doctoral thesis Global Nomads: challenges of mobility in the sedentary world 

(2014), Kannisto studies societies’ norms and values regarding mobility through the 

experiential-subjective characteristics of an extreme form of lifestyle, global 

nomadism. Mobile lifestyles is a topic of growing interest on a larger scale because 

of the increased mobility of Western societies. Global nomads are full-time travelers, 

who has parted from their country of origin. They lack permanent residency, a fixed 

circle of friends and an employment. Kannisto compares global nomads to two 

similar groups of people: the aforementioned backpackers, and lifestyle migrants, a 

group of people who use travel as a purpose of relocation, but simultaneously 

illuminates and problematizes the context and conception of these categories. New 

forms of mobilities have been created due to the rapid developments of 

transportation and telecommunication technologies. (Kannisto 2014, 4) 

The emerging social figure of digital nomads is similar to the global nomad and 

based on two strands of research: either individual leisure and mobility activities or 

work-related and labor market issues (Müller 2016, 345). Nash et. al. have identified 

four key elements that constitute the work of digital nomads inside the gig economy, 

which are 1) digital work, 2) gig work, 3) nomadic work, and 4) adventure and 

global travel (2018, 1-21). The concept of digital nomadism is similar to Kannisto’s 

global nomad, they share the location-independence as a common lifestyle. Digital 

nomads are location-independent as 1) full time travelers who have parted from their 

country of origin, 2) they lack a fixed circle of friends because of their lifestyle, and 

therefore may 3) lack permanent residence, be neglected the right to national social 

security programmes or health insurance in their country of residence or their 

country of origin. However, there has not been much empirical research on the topic 
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of digital nomads, and this research gap highlights the closing of work and leisure. 

(Müller 2016, 356) 

A problematization requires a description of each category. Backpackers are 

characterized as travelers on a limited budget and independent itinerary, although 

they do sometimes participate in arranged tours and tourist activities. Their trips have 

a beginning, and an end that can be either set, unset or flexible, and they set out to 

acquire skills and experiences that gains them cultural capital, which indicates the 

trip has traits of a liminal rite of passage (see chapter 4.2). In contrast to nomads who 

do not return home, or do not have a location to return to after the end of the trip, 

backpackers do return to home after traveling a certain amount of time, whether the 

ending date is set or flexible at the beginning of the trip. 

Global nomads continue their destinationless travel for an unlimited, undecided time, 

lasting three years or more. Unlike backpackers who expect return of investment 

from their trip, global nomads do not have any aspirations of achievement in terms of 

career, jobs and relationships. Lifestyle migrants move away from their country to 

seek a better quality of life, detaching from prevalent structures and power 

relationships in their home country. Their time of travel is limited and has a fixed 

purpose, which is to relocate the lifestyle migrant at the new location of desire. 

Similar to backpackers, lifestyle migrants have a place they can call home, where 

they are established whenever they do not choose to be on the move. Unlike lifestyle 

migrants and backpackers, the movement of the nomad is not restricted to a 

geographical area or a certain amount of time whether the date is set or not. Global 

nomads continuously experiment with mobility, dwellingness and homelessness in a 

sedentary at-home world (Kannisto 2014, 2). The continuous border-crossings and 

cultural encounters that global nomads face during their nomadic phase provide a 

mirror image of how societies and mobilities shape individuals in a sedentary 

society. Backpackers and lifestyle migrants re-define cultural mobility implications 

like global nomads do. Kannisto argues that the mobile lifestyle of backpackers, 

global nomads and lifestyle migrants can be seen as a vehicle for forming a 

meaningful sense of the self (2014, 215). Despite the practical differences, it can be 

argued that these line-drawings are arbitrary, since there are many individual 

differences inside the groups. Thus, she introduces the new mobilities paradigm, 

where there is no difference made between temporary and permanent migration. 
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From the perspective of the new mobilities paradigm, backpackers, global nomads, 

and lifestyle migrants all share the similarity of negotiating with structures and 

institutions that slow down their mobility. The new mobilities paradigm is a critique 

of rootedness, stillness, and sedentarism. As earlier mentioned, the new mobilities 

paradigm claims that the line between different modern mobilities is arbitrary, 

because within each group the motifs differ individually. The words we use to 

describe the world hold meanings and evaluations that open new ways in which 

moving lifestyles are seen. 

The locational freedom of a global nomad comes with the cost of lacking the security 

provided by a fixed location.  Additionally, there are external constraints on time and 

access in the global nomad lifestyle (visas, passports, flight tickets, regulations, 

restrictions made by authorities), and internal constraints regarding resourcefulness, 

endurance and fortitude. The location-independence comes with trade-offs of social 

and institutional security provided to individuals living on fixed locations. 

 

 

2.2 Digital mobilities and virtual developments 

 

Backpacking is currently considered as a variety within modern mass tourism, which 

was not the case in the 1970s (Noy 2004b, 79). There is a growing amount of 

research about tourism, traveling and digital communication, especially regarding the 

role of portable devices in instant communication and content sharing. In this 

section, I will present current research on virtualization of tourism and discuss new 

digital conceptualizations of travelers, flashpackers and digital nomads, and how 

work and leisure are coming closer to each other through increased virtual mobility. 

Although they do not seem to have much potential in releasing themselves from the 

biopolitical networks of sedentary societies, the global nomads as still remain 

interesting and relevant. The digital era is revolutionizing the ways people work and 

communicate with each other, and this has profound effects on traveling. The 

changed digital preconditions of work and leisure have resulted in a growing number 

of remote workers and remote teams. Working entrepreneurs, professionals, startups 
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and small business owners conduct their work digitally with the help of wireless 

communication technologies and transportation systems, resulting in an increased 

fluidity of workforce. New forms of interaction and communication have led to the 

physical presence of participants no longer being a necessity in work-related 

contacts, and new networks have been created for professionals who work in 

international hubs. Geographical distances become relativized when online 

communication tools enable contact with people across the globe, over time zones 

and national borders. As an example, in places with well-connected, international 

airports, the distance decreases, whereas the distance between locations without 

airports increases. The same argument can be used for understanding the 

relativization of distance between places with good online network conditions and 

places with poorer, slower connections. (Müller 2016, 345) The increased mobility 

and connectivity of society has spurred a development of fluid social figures, driving 

new models of working and conducting business independent of location. 

Flashpackers and digital nomads as social figures reflect this contemporary 

development. 

As I see it, a digital nomad is a social figure and self-descriptive label for a social 

group driven by individualism, similarly to global nomads have no permanent 

residency. The majority of this group consists of self-motivated entrepreneur-spirited 

individuals who seek to travel and work simultaneously. For digital nomads, freedom 

is a virtue, and the destination is their workspace. At the center of their self-

determined, fluid lifestyle is the value of labor productivity or enterprise independent 

of the socio-spatial context. Müller (2016, 346) states that there is a need for 

theoretical conceptualization of this emergent social phenomenon, since digital 

nomad to date has been used as self-description within the social group. She calls for 

more research on the social figure and asks questions regarding consequences on 

transnational practices and social relationships. Are there change patterns in local 

and global social relationships emerging subconsequently with digital nomadism? 

The concept and the social phenomenon of the digital nomad, which is already being 

used as an ideal for the travel-bugged person who wishes to continue his or her 

vacation, can be considered as another form of extreme lifestyle, similar to that of 

global nomads (Kannisto 2014, 2).  
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The virtualization of tourism and backpacker experience have been under 

examination, and it is suggested that “the increasing use of technology, both by 

flashpackers and non-flashpackers, suggest a rise of ‘networked individualism’, as 

the backpacker culture is no-longer limited the linking of the individuals to and 

through places, but instead the backpacker cultural ties have also shifted to virtual 

spaces” (Paris 2011, 1111) Backpackers have been good at adapting current 

technology in their travel practices, and social media plays an increasing role in 

tourism-related knowledge seeking (Paris 2012, 1094; Xiang & Gretzel 2010, 179). 

Other studies suggest that when social media is used among tourists for sharing 

experiences through virtual communities, it has a positive impact on the sense of 

belonging (Munar & Jacobsen 2014, 47). For the tech-savvy flashpackers and digital 

nomads the role of portable devices and online services in tourism practices has 

grown to become important for sharing their experience with a community. The 

technological shift has introduced these multiple networks of information- and 

content sharing to people with technological literacy, who are skilled enough to share 

their experiences in virtual communities and benefit from their existence. Altruistic 

and community-related motivations are common in the tourism practices on social 

media, and “sharing practices appeared as valuable expressions of sociability, while 

having a low level of relevance as information sources for holidaymakers” (ibid., 

52). A couple of the platforms and information sources named by my interviewees 

were blogs, online travel magazines, and virtual communities where sharing 

interaction sustain a sense of unity and belonging. 

The introduction of the flashpacker suggests a change in tourism demographics, 

argues Cody Morris Paris, who has examined the contemporary backpacker culture 

and virtual backpacking spaces (2012, 1094). Flashpackers are backpackers who 

have embraced the convergence of information technology and physical travel. 

Flashpackers are aware of the global trends, physically and virtually hypermobile, 

who move through physical-virtual spaces where syndication and peer connectivity 

play a significant role. With the amount of information existing on the web for wide 

audiences, information has become de-commoditized. Instead, attention has become 

the most important commodity in the virtual networks. (Paris, 2011). Paris has also 

studied virtual backpacker spaces. These are the blogosphere and the statusphere. 

Statusphere has been defined as “the state of publishing, reading, responding to, and 
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sharing micro-sized updates” (Solis 2009). Micro-sized updates can be made in 

mediums such as Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. Blogosphere is made out of blogs 

and all their interconnections, a presence in the blogosphere entail writing a blog or 

having a YouTube channel. (Paris, 2011) The immediacy of the statusphere, and 

digitalization of travel has created a hybrid culture consisting of the physical and 

virtual world. In this hybrid culture, backpackers become flashpackers through 

creating, mediating and sharing micro-sized updates in the statusphere. Micro-sized 

updates can be up-to-the-moment posts, of which some are temporary, trough the 

“story” function of social media, and disappear in 24 hours. These updates can be 

understood as an ongoing flow of narration with references to previous updates, 

creating a sense of meaningfulness – thus, creating a segmented story. 

Other forms of statusphere activity include monitoring the up-to-the-moment posts, 

popularly referred to as following. On the other hand, such hybrid culture can create 

a divisiveness in experience. From the point of my study, this raises a question as to 

how does my research subjects position themselves to this practice? What are their 

attitudes and subjectivities regarding the virtual culture? 

Virtual spaces are a subject to commercialization and community building. Internet 

and especially social media are used by tourists for sharing experiences, but the level 

of contribution and content-creation varies among users of social media (Munar & 

Jacobsen 2014, 46). Tourism is an information-intense industry (Xiang & Gretzel 

2010, 179). Tourism-related information searching on social media is dependent on 

user-generated content, such as blogs, vlogs, wiki sites, social networks, virtual 

communities, shared media files, metadata tags such as hashtags. This has created 

new categories of digital entrepreneurs such as influencers, content creators that 

build their personal and professional brand around their mobile lifestyle. Travel 

influencers can be digital nomads and constitute a small part of the broad range of 

small company owners, entrepreneurs, writers and artists who gain their livelihood 

by traveling, or as they travel. However, what is most relevant for my thesis is the 

fact that the recent technological developments have a profound impact on 

information-gathering and -sharing, which affects current travel practices, regardless 

of being a part-time or full-time traveler. 
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2.3 Narrativity and tourism 

 

Tourism is a multidisciplinary field and approaching it from perspective of 

narrativity can be fruitful. In folkloristics, a notable scholar in the field of 

backpacking is Chaim Noy, who has studied narratives of Israeli backpackers.  

The narratives by which tourists interpret their practices and endow them with 

meaning–including sharing these narratives with travel companions – amount 

to a “bottom-up” creation of both the “social organization” and the “culture” 

of backpacking […] In other words, the experiences of consumers cannot be 

left outside the ethnographic inquiry of “backpackers culture”. (Noy 2004, 9) 

The focus of backpacker ethnography and flashpacking scholars has been on the field 

of communication and tourism. There are suggestions that tourists themselves play a 

major role in shaping the tourism through performing narrative. Among 

performance-oriented scholars, tourists are not viewed as spectators but “in effect 

acting protagonists who perform on the stages of tourism”. In some studies, identity 

construction is even viewed as a constitution leaning on narrative performance (Noy 

2004a, 116). Backpacker narratives have been studied as effective performances of a 

collective notion of identity. In modern tourism, romantic imagery and encounters of 

the constructed Other, tourists create a telling experience where narrative is part of 

the ongoing transformative process. 

Here, I will introduce a narrativity perspective of traveling lifestyles’ ethnography 

and discuss its effects on social media. Narratives have been of increasing interest 

among tourism scholars. According to Noy, it is a social custom among young 

Israelis to make an extended trip upon completing military service. The study views 

backpacker narratives as effective performances of collective notion of identity, 

which co-facilitates the storytelling with the personal Israeli identity. (Noy 2004b, 

98) The narratives of self-change should be constructed against a socio-cultural 

backdrop. The backpacker enclaves and patterns of participation have socio-cultural 

roots, all of which are contextual factors that should be considered when 

understanding a narrative. What Noy does not discuss in his paper is the 

differentiation of types of narratives (see chapter 4.1).  
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Noy noted that imperialist, neocolonial themes were reocurrent in travel narratives of 

Israeli backpackers. In the romantic-adventurous narrative, the traveler was on a 

romantic quest for an authenticity, a quest that is both existential an experiential. 

This romantic quest has been criticized for being too centered on the experience of 

the traveler while ignoring social issues and the reality of people who live in poverty. 

The romantic imagery and encounters of the constructed Other is cultural capital 

associated with travel and obtained from an advanced position. (Noy 2004b, 92–96) 

 

 

3 Methodology and material 

 

In this chapter, the choice of methods will be discussed, and the interview process 

will be clarified. I will present, describe and analyze the findings with meaning-

making as a method in the analysis chapters. 

The interviews were conducted as semi-structured with seven participants. For 

understanding and analyzing the subjectivity in the interviews I use meaning-making 

as a tool, which is a method and a central human activity (Magnusson & Marecek 

2015, 5). A self-reflective part knits together the chapter and will assess the role of 

and relationship between the researcher, the participants and the material. 

Self-reflexion is a part of the methodological research process. When I was planning 

this thesis, I bumped into issues related to my personal involvement with the material 

collecting process, and the experiences of young adults who travel long-term. I am 

personally involved into the field as a backpacker, a Finland-Swedish young adult. 

On the one hand, my experience can cause blind spots. On the other hand, since I 

have not only created the material of the thesis by planning and recording the 

interviews, but also delved into the topic through personal experience of backpacking 

trips twice during a short period of time, I have understanding and knowledge about 

the process that can be of benefit in interpretative research. The subject of this study 

started from personal experience, and in the beginning of my study I was advised to 

take a step back from my own experience as a traveler. It can be challenging for 
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those who are personally involved to study an issue dispassionately. (Magnusson & 

Marecek 2015, 31) During my study, I kept a research journal, which was my log of 

observations and notes during the interview process and through the process of 

writing this thesis. Research journals are meant for the researcher’s personal use and 

are used for recording everything that might be of use in the future (Magnusson & 

Marecek 2015, 28). I used the research journal as an aid to structure my thoughts and 

distance myself from the research field. Through the research journal it is possible to 

discover one’s personal involvement in the study and work against possible biases. 

My research journal has been a valuable resource for working out the central issues 

around my personal involvement with the field and the material. 

In interpretative research, more commonly known as qualitative research, people are 

located in social and cultural contexts, where they continuously make sense of their 

experiences. “When people make sense of their activities, experiences, and 

relationships, they always do so in the light of a culturally shared background of 

meanings.” (Magnusson & Marecek 2015, 81) A precise and descriptive name for 

my method is interpretative research. The key of the interpretative research method is 

to understand meanings ascribed to events and actions by people, and how these 

meanings are negotiated in interactions with other people. The interpretations I have 

made through an analytical reading of the material are immersion, distress and 

transformation. 

 

 

3.1 Meaning-making and subjectivity 

 

In folkloristic research, informants as seen as narrators, who make meaning out of an 

experience together with the researcher. The material I use as a basis to understand 

meaning-making are the interviews I will give a detailed presentation on in 3.2. I will 

use meaning-making as a tool to understand emotions and ideas from a certain time 

of their life. I will view emotions as the affective aspect of one’s consciousness. 

(Merriam-Webster, emotion, n.a.) 
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Magnusson and Marecek present four general senses of the concept of meaning 

(2015, 5).  

• The first sense is the message conveyed by a certain statement or the gist of 

an account.  

• The second sense is the intention that is implied in a statement. Synonyms for 

this are implication, spririt, sense, tenor. 

• The third sense is the interpretation of an account, the explanation, analysis or 

understanding. 

• The fourth sense is the significance of what is said, the moral or the lesson. 

Meaning-making is a method used in interpretative research. Interpretative research 

can be used for a wide range of topics and issues. Researchers study meaning-

making using people’s own words which can be difficult to acquire through other 

research methods. Magnusson and Marecek argues that interpretative research 

contributes “useful knowledge about how people experience important events in their 

lives”, their everyday practices, and how they “make sense of those practices in the 

wider contexts of their lives” (ibid, 4). In other words, I use meaning-making as a 

tool for understanding how a travel experience is translated to another person. 

Personal meaning-making is not simply personal, because the resources for meaning-

making are provided by culture. Magnusson and Marecek further points out that the 

kind of knowledge that is created from interpretative research is useful in fields such 

as sociology, anthropology, psychology and education, but is also a central human 

activity.  

The material that the meaning is made from consists of seven qualitative interviews 

conducted separately with each interviewee. In short, the analyzed linguistic texts of 

the interviews can be segregated into travel reports and travel stories, two types of 

conversational material that are linguistically identical in terms of event and state 

information, but different in their impact on the listener. (Polanyi 1985, 11) I will 

elaborate the use of travel stories and travel reports in chapter 4.1.  

Obviously, on a surface level, the interviewees respond to the questions that are 

being asked and partake in a conversation. One of my realizations is that this study is 

not about what is being said, but how it is said, and how what is being said constructs 

a narrative through the conversations I had with my interviewees. I will present, 
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describe and analyze the narratives of my informants in the context of meaning-

making. In the analysis chapters 5-7, I will present their narratives in the context of 

immersion, distress, and transformation. The results have been made using meaning-

making as a method. 

 

 

3.2 Interviewing backpackers 

 

Interviews in interpretative research are face-to-face conversations that are initiated, 

planned and executed by the researcher (Magnusson & Marecek 2015, 6). Interviews 

can be used for understanding the talk and language of people. Language is a 

framework that has a dual character in people’s lives, argue Magnusson and 

Marecek. People are born in a language environment where they are spoken to in the 

framework, and gradually learn to speak within this framework. People can put a 

personal twist on the language in the framework, but one’s language can never be 

purely idiosyncratic, since it needs to be understood and expressed through a 

common framework. As a methodology interviews are based on the interplay 

between an interviewer and a respondent, where the role of language is central 

(Lantz, 1993, 8). The interviewer seeks to capture the experiences or comprehension 

of the respondent about a certain topic and can yield an account of how people make 

sense of the world that surrounds them (ibid.). Interviews differ from everyday 

conversation in terms of the interviewer’s purpose. In an interview situation, the 

respondent has different tasks from the interviewer, who is responsible for 

accomplishing his or her intentions. Consequently, the interviewer is responsible for 

creating the interplay and managing the direction and process of the dialogue. In an 

interview situation, the interviewer usually has an interview plan to collect the 

appropriate data. An interview plan is characterized by consequence with purpose, 

research question and interview form (ibid., 9). 

Interviews differ in their degree of structure. Different types of interviews give 

different types of information. (Lantz, 1993, 21) The interviews of this study were 

done as semi-structured. A semi-structured interview consists of requests, which the 
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researcher asks for in an open-ended way. The interviewee is free to answer in the 

way he or she chooses. The interview items do not have the form of answer built into 

them and are rarely questions to be answered with plain agreement or disagreement. 

(Magnusson & Marecek 2015, 47) 

The research items I used were grouped into thematic sections. I asked about trip 

preparations, travel planning and experiences during the trip itself, afterthoughts, the 

use of social media and digital devices. The themes were developed from my own 

travel experiences, and discussions with people who were not going to participate in 

my study. During my interviews I discovered two themes of digital media and 

environmental-friendliness, which will be examined in chapter 6. 

The interviews and transcripts in this study were made as a part of the project I did in 

2018 in collaboration with the Society of Swedish Literature in Finland. The project 

name is Travels, lifestyle and digital media2. The project was a field study where I 

interviewed seven young adults about their long-term trips. The study is directly 

linked to my thesis, and the project resulted in meeting with seven informants, five 

hours of recorded audio material and their transcripts. 

For my interviews I sought informants between the ages of 20–30 years with 

experience of backpacking, the length of their trip longer than a vacation, the 

destinations outside Europe. The sampling procedure I used is known as snowball 

sampling. Chaim Noy has used a similar type of sampling method on backpackers 

who recently had returned from a lengthy trip. The procedure of snowball sampling 

can be defined as such when the researcher accesses informants through contact 

information that is provided by other interviewees. (Noy 2008, 327) 

The group I built was seven participants who had been on trips between two months 

and roughly one year and considered themselves doing backpacker-type traveling. 

All the interviews were conducted between May and August 2018. In mid-June I 

published an announcement on my Facebook page about seeking participants for the 

project. The announcement was shared on Facebook, but the reach was of a small 

size. Acquiring enough participants who would be willing to talk about their travels 

                                                 
2 The name has been translated for the English text. Original name in Swedish is Resor, livsstil och 

digitala medier. 
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proved to be a challenging task, due to the population size from which I was 

sampling. 

In the group of seven persons, several had a document known as a Working Holiday 

visa that allowed them to travel one year in a country, in exchange for working a 

certain amount of time with a local job. Per usual, staying in a country for a longer 

time has restrictions, and this type of arrangement can be found in Australia and New 

Zealand, where the Working Holiday is aimed towards young adults up to the age of 

30 years, who, in the best case, can provide the country with skilled workforce. The 

participants of the study were contacted through the messaging service of Facebook, 

which allowed for instant communication over longer distances. At the time of the 

interview, all informants were living in Finland. The material is partially 

anonymized. The informants are here presented with fictional names, and some 

names of cities have been removed to maintain a degree of anonymity. 

 

 

3.3 Presentation of informants 

 

Marcus had just returned from his trip to Australia and South East Asia when I 

interviewed him. He had a work-travel visa and he was away from home for about 

one year. He knew before leaving he wanted to go somewhere far away and was 

inspired by friends who had done longer trips by themselves. Traveling was an idea 

he had while he was doing his service for the military, wanting more time to think 

about what to do after high school graduation. He decided to travel to Australia 

because it is easy and comfortable to travel there, and because of the possibilities of 

combining work and travel. His plan was to go to Melbourne and see what would 

happen. He bought a van together with a French surfer and their plan was to travel 

west, drive through the outback and end in the east for surfing. After spending time 

traveling around Australia, he ran out of money and worked in Sydney. Before 

returning home after a year spent abroad, he met up with a friend in Indonesia. He 

described his experience as very spontaneous, “always like I am on my way 

somewhere” (SLS 2329/2018). At the time of our interview, he had just recently 
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arrived in Finland, and was working in retail. From Marcus, I got my first contacts to 

other travelers who had done similar trips. 

Matilda has close ties to Australia after doing her exchange year with a host family in 

Central Coast, New South Wales, and she has been to Australia three times so far. 

From her exchange year she has some good friends she sees every now and then. She 

works in health care and has thought about moving to Australia and working there 

for two years after graduation. I interviewed Matilda in late June. She was very 

helpful and provided me with names on people she knew who had done long trips. 

Matilda had traveled with her friend in Australia and New Zealand for a total of three 

and a half months. They were traveling by car and by bus, mostly staying in hostels, 

and some time with Matilda’s former host family. They wrote a travel blog from 

their trip, and this blog was meant for friends and family, but also for them to 

personally remember the trip afterwards. The plan to move to Australia was at least 

during the time of the interview located somewhere in the future. 

Simon had traveled in India and Indonesia during the winter 2017-2018, and with a 

trip spanning over two months. He works in retail and freelances as a graphic 

designer and a photographer. He had traveled in India, Indonesia and Singapore after 

quitting his job. Simon was a witty narrator of extraordinary experiences from his 

trips with a curious mind for the world. He told about the time when he was climbing 

a volcano in cold rainy weather and was missing a pair of warm pants. He mentioned 

food experiences and the spontaneous encounters with locals and backpackers 

several times as highlights during the interview. 

I interviewed Anna in her home in July. It was a hot summer day, and on the 

recording, we were repeatedly talking about the temperature and drinking juice. 

Anna has a master’s degree in a language, and because of the unsatisfying labor 

situation, she decided to go on a trip to Australia, her first long solo trip. The trip 

turned out to be nine months long. She described her trip as more travel than work 

and over the expectations, during her stay she saw everything but South Australia – 

which gives an impression of how large the country really is. Like many other of my 

informants, she sees the benefits of traveling solo as the ease of executing plans and 

ideas with like-minded individuals. 
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I interviewed Ida, the last of my three first pilot interview contacts in late July, after 

her return from her last trip. She is a registered nurse, but she was not happy with her 

job. She had previously been traveling a lot with her family at a young age. She 

made her first trip with her best friend to London as soon as she was old enough. Ida 

had also been to Australia and New Zealand on her latest trip, which was 11 months 

long. She traveled solo to Australia in 2017, and later met up with her friend 

Katarina. They worked together in the same hotel in New Zeeland, and after working 

there for a while, Ida traveled with a group of persons including a girl she met on the 

flight to Australia. 

As the summer was coming to an end, I interviewed Katarina at a local café. She had 

just returned from her latest trip, which began in August 2017. She describes herself 

as a person who comes along with anybody, and who can make herself feel 

comfortable in very different situations. She has been making several longer trips 

over the years, of which the latest was partially together with her friend, Ida. 

Katarina has been traveling actively since she was eighteen, when she first flew with 

an airplane. She has interrailed in Europe a couple of times and spent a year in 

Australia 2015. Katarina has lots of experience of working and traveling 

intermittently. She chooses to stay in hostels and travels with a backpack. She loves 

to acquaint herself with new people and is in no hurry with settling down. She has 

plenty of  “road experience” to share, but when I ask her about a specific memory, 

she found it a hard task choose, since she has so many memories from her trip. 

 Johan, my last interviewee, had lived a stable life with a house, job and a partner. It 

wasn’t going well, so at the age of twenty-six, he left his job, sold his house, 

separated from his partner and moved to Spain. In Spain, he was trying to make a 

living, and later moved to Portugal for a job, because the job in Spain wasn’t paying 

enough to even cover rental costs. I interviewed Johan in his home, over a cup of tea. 

He spoke liberally about attitudes towards different nationalities, which proved to 

match my own views about Finland abroad – which is generally positive. Johan’s 

relation to Finland has changed. The fascination comes from the mentality and the 

people in Finland, the effectiveness, the high quality of life and care of the 

environment. From a serial traveler Johan had now decided to settle down in Finland 
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for comfort, because “I am working so I don’t have to try so hard”3 (SLS 

2329/2018). Johan’s most recent trip was to Australia, previously he had traveled in 

USA and Mexico, both trips were solo. 

It is noteworthy that some of the contacts were my acquaintances from school, but no 

favorization was being made. I also filtered out friends from my pool of participants. 

My informants had a style of travel in common: they preferred backpacking, they 

had all done a lengthy trip in recent time and had traveled independently. Otherwise, 

their stories, their style of conversation and the viewpoints are here treated as 

individual micro-narratives, rather than reflecting a common trend. In the analysis 

chapters 5 and 6, I will bring up their narratives in the context of meaning-making. In 

chapter 7, I discuss my thematic findings from the interview process. 

One of the main problems with interviewing people who travel serially or for longer 

periods of time is their location (Kannisto 2014). Sometimes scheduling an interview 

was not possible due to time frame and geographical obstacles. He or she was in 

another country, or further than a half-day trip away, or too busy to make an 

interview. Arguably those who participated in my study were motivated to do so, 

otherwise it would not have been possible to schedule an appointment. Interviewing 

face-to-face and keeping notes on what happened during the conversation is a means 

of understanding the context in which a conversation is being held.  

The choice of participants was limited due to location, time frame and 

methodological reasons. One of the conditions set by my contributor, which also 

ended up forming the material, was the connection to the culture or language of 

Finland-Swedes. Thus, the interviews were exclusively conducted in Swedish and 

the interviewees were fluent speakers of Swedish. I decided that the pool of 

participants of my study was to be limited to Finland-Swedes only. However, there 

are some advantages of creating a pool of potential participants from a small 

network. Some of my participants knew each other from before and they referred me 

further in my process of finding interviewee candidates. 

The length of the interviews were, preliminary, planned to be one hour, however the 

interviews ended up being between 29 minutes and 84 minutes long. Time that had 

                                                 
3 Johan mentioned the source of this expression he used is from lyrics by a band named The Stokes.  
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passed between the travelers return home and the interview were planned to be a 

maximum of 3 months but ended up being from a couple of weeks up to 11 months. 

The interviews were made separately with 7 Finland-Swedes between the ages of 

20–30 years. The length of the trips ranged from 2 months to roughly 1 year. The 

trips were done for leisure, not business, and covered parts of the world such as 

Oceania, South Asia, Southeast Asia and North America. Some of the interviewees 

had acquired a Working Holiday Visa to Australia or New Zeeland. In total there is 6 

hours and 18 minutes of interview material available. The audio-recordings of the 

interviews were transcribed verbatim and archived by the Society of Swedish 

Literature in Finland. It is noteworthy that some interpretation work has already been 

put in the transcripts, since transcription methods involve interpretation in one form 

or another (Magnusson & Marecek 2015, 74). 

Travelers and I met up in various locations, during various times of the day. All 

interviews were made when my interviewees had returned home from their trips or 

were in between two planned trips. The recordings were made in locations that were 

as convenient as possible for the interviewer as well as the traveler. A couple of 

times I chose to travel to the hometown of the traveler to be closer to them. The 

recordings were made in various locations. in university or library localities, two 

interviews were recorded at the interviewee´s home, which were all places with a 

low background noise. One interview was recorded at a cafeteria, in the end the 

selection of the appropriate interviewing location was a matter of preference and 

convenience for me and the traveler I interviewed. Five interviews were made in the 

southwestern city of Turku and its surroundings, two in Vaasa and its surroundings. 

The tone and the content of the interviews are predominantly light and pleasant. 

Here, it is noteworthy that the environment can affect the outcome of the interview, 

for example what the interviewee will want to share during the interview. 

Interpersonal factors before and during the interview can also affect the comfort 

levels and the outcome of the interview. From a perspective of power, the 

interviewer has an overhand on deciding what is being discussed during an interview. 

My informants were at the time of the interview between the ages of 22–30, and I 

was looking for their narratives of personal travel experience during our meetings. 

When asked about traveling as a lifestyle, my interviewees agreed, and were positive 

about identifying themselves with a traveling lifestyle, seeing it as a suitable name 
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for their current life situation. Other things my interviewees have in common is their 

nationality, Finnish, and language, Swedish.4 It is noteworthy that I am 

approximately of same age as my interviewees, I share a common interest in 

traveling with them and we belong to the same linguistic minority of Finland-

Swedes, a Swedish-speaking, natively Finnish group of people. Some of the persons 

I interviewed were my acquaintances from before, but most were unknown to me. 

Presumably, the cultural frameworks we have in common and the peer-like situation 

facilitated an understanding that showed to be fruitful when upkeeping the flow of 

conversation. The questionnaire proved to be very helpful for me in situations where 

the conversation stalled, and when the interview sidetracked. 

 

 

4 Theoretical perspectives on travel narration 

 

This chapter presents the theoretical wireframe of the thesis, narrativity and 

liminality/liminoidity. In narrativity I focus on Labov’s model, travel stories and 

travel reports, as well as micro-narratives. I will present Turner’s pairing of 

liminality and the lesser known liminoidity because they complement each other in 

the analysis, and van Gennep’s (1960) rite of passage. 

 

 

4.1 Narrating the travel experience 

 

Folkloristic methodology, in a simplified sense, means that narratives are viewed as 

performances created in a culturally specific context (Nylund Skog 2012, 11). 

According to Labov it is generally agreed that a narrative is a temporal organization 

                                                 
4 Swedish is one of the official languages in Finland and spoken by roughly 300 000 persons, or 5 % 

of the population. https://www.infofinland.fi/en/living-in-finland/finnish-and-swedish/swedish-

language-in-finland 

https://www.infofinland.fi/en/living-in-finland/finnish-and-swedish/swedish-language-in-finland
https://www.infofinland.fi/en/living-in-finland/finnish-and-swedish/swedish-language-in-finland
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of past events. (2013, 14) A well-constructed narrative contains the following 

elements:  Labov’s model has been widely used in folkloristic methodology. The 

model consists of seven elements: the abstract, the orientation, complicating action, 

evaluation, resolution and coda (2013, 27-32). I will use the terminology of Labov’s 

model to break down the narrative construction in the chapters 5-7. I will especially 

focus on evaluations, as they can be extremely subjective expressions of emotion, or 

objective reports on the internal dialogue of the narrator. The general principle is, 

that the more the objective evaluation, the more it contributes to the credibility of the 

narrative. (Labov, 2013, 31) 

A narrative is here characterized as a verbal, oral retelling of a fictional or actual 

event and is a differentiated unit in language production (Adelswärd 1996, 10). The 

term narrative is used for different kinds of narration, among scholars in folkloristics, 

ethnology, sociology, psychology, anthropology and so on. In folkloristic studies, 

narrativity is a key perspective for understanding everyday conversations (see 

Arvidsson 1998, 27). 

Narratives have been studied in various academic disciplines, from linguistics to 

sociology, psychology, marketing and communication. David Herman mentions 

three different analytical viewpoints on narratives: first, they can be studied as a 

cognitive construction, second, as a text, and third, as a resource for communicative 

interaction (2009, 7). I see narrative in this thesis as a text, and specifically the 

transcription text. Narrative is a broad, interdisciplinary term, and I will use the 

concepts travel stories and travel reports and conversations in my analysis when a 

specification for the type of text is needed. 

Stories are a means of understanding and dealing with our lives. In Western cultures, 

learning to tell a story is important for retelling significant events in a way that is 

understandable to others. Stories can be told for entertainment and educational 

purposes and can be shaped by the storyteller to fit the recipient. The Swedish 

communication researcher Viveka Adelswärd has collected 70 stories from when 

Swedish hunters shot their first moose. Her findings about socialization patterns, 

culture and value systems of the hunting culture is based on narrative research and 

narrative analysis (Adelswärd, 1996, 170). A simple answer to the question about 

what a story comprises, differs depending on whom one asks. A story entails the oral 
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retelling of something that has happened, such as an event or an experience. The 

event is embedded in the passing of time and a set of events bound to this time 

frame. From a communicative point of view, storytelling can entail conveying a 

message of something of significance to the listener, and usually consists of an 

evaluation. The significance of a story is in the evaluation of the set of events that 

happen during a time frame. (Nylund Skog 2018, 12; Adelswärd 1996, 31, 40) 

Causality, or cause and effect is another defining characteristic of narrative, however 

its significance for narrative has been disputed by structuralists who assume that 

narrative in merely temporal and chronological on a surface level (Adams 1989, 

149). In my interviews there were several stories, and I will later explain how stories 

differ from conversational talk and reports.  

Backpackers are considered a talkative group of people, and contrary to expectations, 

their narratives have received relatively little attention in research (Noy 2004b, 78), 

until recently when other fields, such as tourism and marketing studies have noticed 

the importance of the digital word-of-mouth, as well as storytelling and narratives on 

new media for distributing messages (Tussyadiah & Fesenmaier 2008, 211). Through 

stories, backpackers and travelers can share their lived experience, the flow of events 

in their individual lives with others as well as each other (Koskinen-Koivisto 2014, 

24). The experiences my interviewees told me about could consist of external events, 

such as extraordinary moments, or situations where something bad and unpleasant 

almost happened; as well as internal events, such as reflections about one’s self-

growth during the travel, realizations about one’s identity and acquired abilities from 

the lived experience during the travel. Their evaluations of the lived experience are a 

portal to their world, and how they make meaning of their experiences. In other 

words, the narratives not only mediate information and news, they also reflect on 

meanings of the events and happenings (ibid.). 

It can be quite challenging to know how to share one’s experience from a trip as 

knowledge in a past-trip context. Understanding is created through different kinds of 

narratives, but they are originated contextually in the moment they are told and 

predispose an understanding of what is being said between the narrator and the 

recipient. Conversational stories are highly complex discourses. A story consists of 

events that happened in a certain context that gave rise to a certain state of affairs. 

The situation in the end of the storyworld has changed from the situation in the 
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beginning. What makes stories differ from a sequence of events is that they bring in 

something meaningful. (Polanyi 1985, 13) 

Form, content and meaning in stories are interlinked, and this study rests on the 

assumption that language and narrative shape experience, and vice versa (Koskinen-

Koivisto 2014, 25). The relationship between stories and what has happened in the 

objective world has been described by David Herman, who argues that people 

“cannot have a notion of the felt quality of experience without narrative” (2009, 

145). This argument is based on qualia, a term used by philosophers of the mind 

(Herman 2009, 192). Qualia is the sense of what it is like for someone or something 

to have an experience. Herman points out that it is difficult to fit in subjective 

feelings about something that has happened in our worldview, as it consists of 

objective reality. Narratives, or as I prefer stories, are a way of sharing the 

subjectivity of a felt experience in the objective world. Furthermore, the context in 

which a narrative is told bears significance for the abovementioned factors. The lived 

experience presented in this study comes from the conceptual framework of long-

time traveling, which I shared with my interviewees during the interviews. 

Stories and reports which my recorded interviews consist of, and the lived 

experience they refer to are thus a product of a staged situation with me and the 

interviewee. The main difference between stories and reports appears in everyday 

life as well as in academia: the story must have a point, an evaluation of the events 

told, it is not enough to talk about events in the past. A report consists of events in 

the past and lacks the clear message of a story, the recipient will not understand the 

story without an evaluation (Polanyi 1985, 11). An illustrative example of the 

difference between a story and a report is children’s storytelling, when parents asks 

their children how the day in school went. After receiving mere commentary on the 

events, the parents become disappointed with their children, who turned down their 

loving request of presenting something meaningful. Additionally, there is the diffuse 

story, which is characterized by blocks of story material. The story material is 

interleaved with conversation, where points if the story are discussed and amplified 

(1985, 49). Another specific form of story, the negotiated story, is when the point or 

the meaning of the story is negotiated between negotiators. A negotiation, means 

Polanyi, requires negotiators, something to negotiate about, proposals and 

counterproposals (1985, 64). In my material, stories, reports, diffuse stories and 
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negotiated stories are present. I will be using the words story and report analytically 

to make a difference between interview material where a point was made, and where 

the interviewee simply was telling about a sequence of events. 

My recorded interviews with the research subjects were face-to-face conversations, 

during which I asked questions about background information, the interviewee’s life 

situation, past trips and so on. The research questions were grouped on a document 

under different topics related to my knowledge interest, and from a temporal point of 

view, I grouped them as thematic questions about the time before, during and after 

the trip. Sometimes I had to ask additional questions, and sometimes the interviewee 

continued talking about another topic on his or her own. The purpose of the research 

questions was to help with forming a common world view, where I, the intended 

story and report recipient, have a similar basic understanding of the storyworld as the 

narrator, the interviewee. Contrary to my expectations, having a planned set of 

questions that addresses hypothetical narratives, is no guarantee for the development 

of stories, but instead the usual response to questions were reports, which in turn 

referred to lived experience akin to stories. As Polanyi points out, the burden of 

making the relevance of the telling falls on the narrator, as in my interviews, the 

interviewee (Polanyi 1985, 13). I have found travel stories, travel reports and micro-

narratives. Micro-narratives are dense formulations which express and dramatize 

important matters in the narrator’s life. Sometimes they take form as small 

narratives, stories which are familiar to the listeners from before. (Koskinen-Koivisto 

2014, 48) 

Before each interview, I told my interviewees they were allowed to say if they 

wanted to skip a question, however no one of my interviewees did this. Rather than 

being mentioned, silences may occur as subtle avoidance(s) around certain topics. 

There are different explanations for silences and unmentionables, of which one is 

related to memory. Some memories can be easily accessed and communicated in a 

conversation, while some memories may be difficult to communicate, because the 

memory has limited verbal expressions associated with it. Adelswärd (1996, 19) 

mentions that there is a relationship between stories and memory, do we remember 

our own memory, or do we remember the story we have constructed about this 

memory? 
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As Magnusson and Marecek point out, research questions are not ordinary 

conversations, the participant does most of the talking (2015, 58). I received 

surprised comments by some of the interviewees that they have probably never told 

anyone as much about their trips as they did during the interview. This is an 

important observation about stories and conversation, in everyday life and a casual 

setting, there are limits as to how much someone is willing to tell, or the other person 

willing to listen. 

 

 

4.2 Liminality/Liminoidity 

 

The concept of liminality was developed in the beginning of 20th century by 

folklorist Arnold van Gennep, and later taken up by cultural anthropologist Victor 

Turner, who spent his life studying the Ndembu people of Zambia. The concept of 

liminality is used in anthropology in a wide variety of contexts. According to the 

Merriam-Webster dictionary (2018), liminality refers to the latin word limen, 

meaning “threshold”, and historically it refers to a transverse beam in a door frame. 

In 1960, the first publication of The Rites of Passage by Arnold van Gennep, a 

classic in folkloristics, was released. In rites of passage, liminality is associated with 

the time when a subject is moving from one social status to another, and does not 

necessarily belong to one or another, or belongs to both. Some rites of passage “put 

people down”, while other “set people up”, meaning some rites humble people 

before elevating them while others elevate those of low status and return them to 

their permanent humbleness. Liminal rites of passage have been characterized as 

personal crises and obligations by Victor Turner (1947, 74). This means that liminal 

rites of passage are something one must do, or is required to do, in order to move 

from one status to another. 

Liminality can be related to the pre-industrial society, where work and play were 

intertwined. Turner argues that leisure and work is a distinction produced by modern 

industry, because play became something to scrutinize upon. In a modern industrial 

world, work exists as an opposition to non-work, or even anti-work, namely leisure. 
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Leisure is associated with freedom, time outside work, or free time. According to 

Turner, the freedom consists of a “freedom-from” institutional obligations such as 

work, and a “freedom-to” partake in entertainment and leisurely activity. Liminoidity 

was coined by Turner and refers to experiences that are similar to liminality, 

excluding a resolution of a personal crisis or a passage from a social status to 

another. Rites have a lot of similarities in common with liminoidity.  

Many young travelers are in moratorium (Maoz 2004, 114). This means that the 

traveler is physically and socially distant from his family and acquires a certain level 

of independence when separated from his or her parents and home environment. 

Maoz calls this a private rite de passage (ibid., 115), a path to maturity between the 

early passage of adulthood and the entry into the adult world. Young adults stay in 

this phase for varying amounts of time. A trip can be a limited time, where decisions 

about career, family, financial independence, intimate relationships and leaving 

parent’s home can be put aside for a while, it is a time for “thinking about it” or “not 

hurrying”. When I asked one of my informants what motivates her to continue 

traveling, she replied the following: 

I just love to meet new persons and get to know people. And I love that 

I don’t really have any plans, instead I just… I see what is happening 

and usually everything becomes alright. That’s my thing, I’m not in a 

hurry with settling down, there is a lot of people around me, I don’t 

know how old you are, but I’m in the age where people are starting to 

buy apartments, buy houses, get children, and I’m like OK, it’s so far 

away for me still, I think it’s really beautiful and so, but it’s not for 

me… there is so much pressure on career and such from an early age. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

Traveling is a lifestyle she is consciously after to pursuit. She sees traveling as her 

way of life. She argues her idea to continue traveling is her individual choice, and I 

mean it is tied to the particular goal of immersing herself in different socio-cultural 

contexts. I will analyze immersion from a backpacker’s perspective in chapter 5. Th 

analytical concepts of distress (chapter 6) and transformation (chapter 7) will 

together with immersion give form to three viewpoints on the liminal and liminoid 

characters that are being brought up from the travel stories and travel reports. I view 
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traveling as liminal when traveling is a serious quest to personal growth, and 

liminoid when I see travel as a vocational way to seek pleasure. (Cohen, 1979, 179) 

 

 

5 Immersion 

 

In chapter 3 I presented the material gathering process, from planning my interviews, 

snowball sampling, qualitative interviews, to the method I use for analyzing the 

material. In chapter 4 I discussed the material and methodology. In the following 

three chapters, I will present some of the material I collected from the transcripts of 

my interview recordings. In total, there are seven separate interviews conducted 

during summer 2018. I use meaning-making as a method to understand my material, 

and as a result, created three different categories of narrated travel experience. The 

three categories are immersion, distress and transformation. I also discovered two 

thematic contradictions of environment and digital media. They will be presented 

trough the analytical chapters. I consider the topics of digital media and 

environmental issues as highly relevant for the content of this material. 

The interview excerpts are translated by me. Many of my participants noted that it is 

difficult to know what to tell about a trip, or how to conclude a time period that 

stretches over months, or even years. 

In this analytical section of the thesis, I will focus on how travel stories about 

experience convey a sense of immersion. I use Dyson’s work with rhetorics of 

immersion to understand how the informants engage with their local field when 

traveling (see Dyson 2009, 107-135). Immersion is a concept I, as the writer of this 

thesis, am using to describe the informant’s engagement with the events and places 

they are surrounding themselves with while traveling. Furthermore, I noticed my 

material is affected by the cultural contexts in which my interviewees had been 

immersed, particularly notable in the use of certain words or vocabularies. 

The other analytical concepts of distress (chapter 6) and transformation (chapter 7) 

will together with immersion give form to three viewpoints on the liminal and 
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liminoid characters that are being brought up from the travel stories and travel 

reports. 

Since the interviews were conducted in Swedish, some anglicisms, Swenglish and 

direct English was used during the interview, and this aspect of sociolinguistics is 

somewhat lost when translating the interview excerpts from Swedish to English. 

Furthermore, Australian words such as “goon” and “outback” was present in the 

original Swedish text. These words add to a narrative transportation that is lost in 

translation. These local, untranslatable words added to the immediacy of the 

experience my interviewees were sharing with me during the interview. 

 

 

5.1 Immersive circumstances 

 

In the first analytical chapter, the immersive experience will be discussed through 

stories of extraordinary and lucky circumstances. The examples are excerpts from 

interviews with my informants where they have been immersed in a travel 

experience. The immersive experience will here be represented by elements of luck, 

danger and exceptionality which creates a sense of an out-of-the-ordinary experience. 

When describing a particular experience and its circumstance, a positive note can be 

the weather circumstances. One of my informants told a story on good weather and 

beautiful weather when hiking. The two hikes she was referring to are mentioned in 

the conversation as “The hikes I will always remember the best”. About the 

circumstances, she mentions the following: “We had a lot of luck with the weather, 

they said it was six percent of the times”. (SLS 2329/2018) Being lucky is a means 

for the experiencer to explain his or her fortune in a situation where external 

circumstances cannot be controlled. In the example, my informant was hiking during 

just the right time, because the weather conditions were rare. “They” are the tour 

guides in this story and represent together with the number of 6 %, an objective 

evaluation of the likelihood of good weather, a source of credibility (Labov 2013, 31) 
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Being immersed in a new place, is being immersed with circumstances that are 

different from one’s home. From a theoretical perspective, the following story 

presents the complication of being away from home during Christmas. One of the 

recurrent themes in my material is how everyday situations need to be handled 

differently when traveling, for example the contact to one’s home. “Home” in this 

context has emotional connotations. The length of the trip can lead to missing out on 

holidays or celebrating them in an alternative way. The celebration of the Christmas 

is one of the most important traditions in Finnish culture. In this story, my informant 

explains how she felt when she was away from home during Christmas holidays. 

“How will I manage, I have never really been away for Christmas, I 

have always been home actually. The only holiday that’s important for 

me in some way. But then everything went well, I found some sort of 

Christmas mood even if it was thirty plus degrees during Christmas 

evening.” 

(SLS 2329/2018)  

Christmas is a family celebration. Holidays have a non-personal and a personal 

dimension. In this narrative the personal and emotional dimension is represented by 

“Christmas mood”. In the beginning of the narrative, my informant’ presented a 

complication, “I have never been away for Christmas”. This complication is resolved 

when “I found some sort of Christmas mood even if it was thirty plus degrees during 

Christmas evening”. The narrative continues “… I met some Swedes who were going 

to have a Christmas lunch in a park. So I joined them, there was really traditional 

Christmas food… Swedish.”. This addition is a way for the narrator to prove the 

credibility of the narrative. Being immersed in the “Christmas mood”, for Anna, was 

to be immersed with one’s home. Finding one’s home on the other side of the world 

required contact with people who shared a similar cultural background, the same 

language, and presumably, a similar life situation, being far away from home. 

Christmas is one of the most notable and important family holidays in Finland. In 

chapter 6.2, I will discuss homesickness from the perspective of digital media. 

Immersing oneself in a travel experience is to immerse oneself from choice. During 

my interviews there was a mutual understanding and a similar mentality towards 

socializing was repeated. The spirit of this statement is the freedom in solo travel that 
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is the choice to socialize or not socialize with anyone. It is the freedom from social 

obligations, but also the freedom to spend time with the individuals one chooses 

(Turner, 1947, 68). 

In Australia when I volunteered at a festival I noticed it was quite a 

long time since I had been at a place and being forced to spend time 

with people I don’t get along with. […] When I travel I can just… If I 

don’t get along with someone I won’t spend time with them. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

The interplay of work and leisure can be distinguished in this report by one of my 

informants. On one hand, leisure travel is a freedom to spend time with whomever 

one wants, on the other hand, the leisurely liminal time of a longer travel period can 

and will include institutional obligations. When the institutional obligations are 

avoided or removed, the individual can immerse himself or herself with a freedom 

from work.  

My material consists of several notices on the friendliness of locals. Locals are all the 

inhabitants of a particular place one is visiting, and a friendly local is someone who 

is open to interactions with a traveler. A meeting with a local and a traveler can lead 

to an immersive cultural experience. The freedom to contact whomever you want can 

create what Turner calls spontaneous communitas, a “direct, immediate and total 

confrontation of human identities”, a deep style of personal interaction, that has 

magical connotations (1947, 79). In situations where spontaneous communitas form, 

an alignment of experience and thought occurs, similar to the experience of flow (. 

The possibilities to form communitas as a backpacker are endless, yet, as it can be 

understood from my material, immersing yourself into a deep personal interaction 

with a local with whom you may not even share a common language is rare and 

difficult. In some cases, the contact can lead to situations which make narratives on 

intercultural connections. Backpackers can survive with minimal everyday contact 

but encounters with locals can also form extraordinary narratives. This is what Simon 

replies when I ask him how much he was in touch with the locals in India. 

Simon: A lot. Every day, that you cannot escape in any way (laughs). 

People are very friendly if you need help to find something or 
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translation or something. You can always find someone who can help. 

And they are, especially in India we noticed that people are very 

excited over tourists, it is always exciting with tourists from the 

Western world. For example, when I had been maybe one week in 

India, I arrived to [location], with a few whom I had met before. We 

had taken a bus from [location] and we were there in the evening, so we 

checked in on our hostel, maybe nine o’clock. He who owned the 

hostel mentioned that he must go, he is going on his best friend’s 

cousins wedding. And then [name] asked, an Australian girl I traveled 

with, asked if we can join? And he just yes, wait a moment, and twenty 

minutes later we were all on that wedding (laughs). We borrowed 

clothes from each other, so everyone looked fairly nice. 

Being in touch with the locals was an introduction to the narrative, which begins with 

an abstract “When I had been maybe one week in India, I arrived to [location], with a 

few whom I had met before”. The narrative continues with the part where my 

informant and his friends were at the wedding. 

Simon: So, we were there, there was 1800 people on the wedding, it 

was no small wedding. And we think it was super exciting when they 

(laughs) – when we arrived there. There was wonderful food, and there 

was so much food. And then, they always have this big photoshoot 

there, the bridal couple, and all the relatives, and they wanted to take a 

picture with us too, so there is somewhere (laughs) – a picture with the 

bridal couple with some tourists. They appreciated it very much and 

everyone wanted to visit.  

(SLS 2329/2018) 

My informant, who is amazed by the food experiences on his journeys, describes the 

humorous consequences of attending the wedding as “tourists”, and food as 

“wonderful” and plentiful. In this narrative, “we” is the narrator and his backpacker 

friends. They become objects for an oppositional gaze, where the normative tourist 

gaze is turned around from a local’s point of view with humor. One can tell that a 

spontaneous communitas was formed when one girl of his travel group asked the 

hotel manager if they can attend the wedding. Humor is in this narrative used to play 
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down the dramatic circumstances. I would argue the humor together with the gaze 

makes the narrative rather extraordinary. 

In conversational storytelling, it is common that the storyteller is interrupted by the 

recipient repeating what has been said. This story is less compact and includes more 

interruptions and discussion on the details. 

J: It was a specific, interesting time, in Mexico in… I don’t remember the 

name of the city. I was going to see... My aim was to see a waterfall from the 

movie Predator. 

C: Yes. 

J: So I walked around in that city… I do not remember the name, but still… I 

walked around and started looking for cheap accommodation, I always travel 

on a strict budget, or not a budget, but as cheaply as possible. So there was a 

guy who said hi. I thought he is… He wants something, or to sell something. 

It turned out, he saw I was white, and he wanted to practice his English. 

C: Okay. 

J: He helped me, we went to some hotels and asked for the prices, but they 

were not what I was looking for. After the third he said well, I have an 

apartment, you can sleep on the floor, I do not have a bed… So I was like 

Yes, done! It sounds perfect. 

C: (mumbling) 

J: So he lived in a concrete square, really a concrete square, maybe three times 

three, and had nothing. A bed without a mattress, some cardboard boxes as a 

mattress. And when we arrived at his, took my bag and rested, he got an e-

mail I think, so he went out and made a call. So he returned, and told that his 

wife in the U.S. had been put in jail. Oh shit, does not sound good. They had 

two small children, taken into custody. 

C: In the U.S.? 

J: And he had been deported two months earlier, they were married. 

C: Uh. 

J: She was an American citizen, so she should have had green card. 
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C: So he was married and still deported? 

J: Yes, he was deported. 

C: Okay. 

J: So he had a rough day… Stayed in Mexico and could do nothing to help his 

family in another country. Really had no money to send. And he said, if he 

had money, it would not reach. 

C: What to say, the real hard life 

J: I could see that this does not happen just on TV. 

C: And it is a reality one would not see on a hotel? 

J: No, not at all. Yes, we sat and talked for a while. What do you say to, I 

don’t know… I mostly listened and tried to… Life can be like that sometimes. 

After we sat there and talked for a while I told him, yes, you were going to 

look for a job when I met you, let’s go out and find you a job. So we went to 

the city and we found… I think it was the first café, so I pointed there. It looks 

good, there were some tourists sitting outside. So we went there, he asked if 

they had any job there, and so he got the job. I think we went eating then, 

went back to his apartment, the small concrete square. Drank a beer to 

celebrate, yes he got a job, to think about something other than the family, see 

the good now. 

C: Yes. 

J: And before I left he said… You are an angel sent from God (laughs) He 

even gave me a Bible, which I think was pretty fun. 

C: He gave you a bible. 

J: Yes (mumbling) 

C: Yes. 

J: It was a kind gesture, I did not appreciate that it was bible too much 

because I am not religious. He did not own much, and it was an important 

possession for him. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 
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The abstract that begins with “It was a specific, interesting time…” is followed by an 

orientation how Johan was acquainted with the man, until the complicating action 

“So he returned, and told that his wife in the U.S. had been put in jail”. The narrative 

contains several evaluations on the amount of trouble the man was facing with his 

brutal situation. 

They had two small children, taken into custody 

And he had been deported two months earlier, they were married 

if he had money, it would not reach 

When Johan and the man decides to look for a job, they go to a nearby café 

 there were some tourists sitting outside 

The conflict resolves when the man becomes employed. 

So we went there, he asked if they had any job there, and so he got the job. 

During the interviews I used various questions and techniques to create space for the 

interviewee to tell his or her memories. A common theme is to learn to know oneself 

by knowing other people, and handling new or difficult situations, which is discussed 

more in detail in chapter 6. 

Some of my interviewees were eager storytellers and shared a couple of detailed 

stories from special moments of their travels, of which some I have present in this 

chapter. I also asked my interviewees if they remember something unique or special 

from their trips. Marcus who had been on a Working Holiday in Australia for a year, 

told me the following: 

One thing that comes up quickly is the occasions when I went surfing. 

It was ??? and I liked it a lot. Once I saw a shark when I went surfing, it 

was scary, […] [the shark] was close. [...] And beaches, warmth, taking 

it easy. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

This micro-narrative on memorable moments consists of three parts: occasions when 

I went surfing, once I saw a shark, and beaches, warmth, taking it easy. The dramatic 

event is when Marcus had been in close contact with a shark when surfing. Seeing 
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the shark while surfing creates an element of fatality in the story. Micro-narratives 

dramatize individual experience, exemplify something and reveals important themes 

(Marander-Eklund 2016, 111) A well-known example of the cultural significance of 

sharks is the thriller film franchise Jaws (1975-1987). In the first film, a white shark 

brings terror to Amity Island, a beach community in Massachusetts. The series has 

been proposed to create the Jaws effect, “the intentionality of the shark, perception 

that these events are fatal and the belief that ‘the shark’ must be killed” (Neff, 2014). 

 

 

5.2 Immersive places 

 

Visiting and gazing at immersive places are sought after among backpackers. The 

extraordinary places that are gazed upon can be natural wonders, for example a 

volcano, a waterfall, an island and so further. Digital media and smart devices give 

access to a tremendous amount of information about extraordinary places. In the 

material there is a presence of the backpacker’s will to go to a “oh damn it’s so nice 

here” place, followed by actions and pondering on “research how to get there, where 

it is, how can I go here, what are my options and so” (SLS 2329/2018). The essence 

of independent travel is, as illustrated in this statement made by Katarina, to not be 

influenced by other’s opinions. 

“I follow a lot of Instagram accounts. Before I followed some blogs, 

but very little I do follow other travel-youtubers and such. It becomes, I 

like to choose myself, decide myself where I go, and not have too many 

influences”. (SLS 2329/2018) 

Another aspect of the extraordinary and the immersion is commonly related to 

leisure traveling, choosing to stay in “paradise”. According to Ida’s narrative, finding 

a paradise is about making the right choice. To make the right choice, one needs to 

think about many aspects. 

I just always wanted to. It is kind of, you see these pictures of those 

white beaches with blue oceans and palm trees and everything. And I 
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just thought, I want to see if it’s real, if it really is this kind of paradise. 

And it was. It was divine. But I also wanted to, actually I wanted to do 

an island hopping. There are several backpackers who do them… there 

are many islands in Fiji, and to see as many as possible – but it was a 

little too expensive for me, because I noticed my money was almost 

done. […] So I chose the island that had both beach and rainforest, a 

little bit of everything. And I thought… I did read it was the rainiest 

island of them all, but I thought, it is going to be good. […] And yes, it 

turned out I did the exact right decision, of course I met a lot of people 

there, and everyone said that island is the absolutely most gorgeous one 

and the best paradise that exists. And there was not too much people or 

tourists either. It was so, so, nice. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

Here, the narrative presents the paradise as an evaluation: “pictures of those white 

beaches with blue oceans and palm trees”, which was proven true in the narrative. 

Other evaluations in this narrative consists of “little too expensive for me”, “both 

beach and rainforest”, “not too much people or tourists either”. The paradise was a 

result of a process where effort was put into finding information, comparing the 

information with evaluation. The credibility in the narrative comes from two sources: 

1. the decision-making “I chose the island that had both beach and rainforest, a little 

bit of everything” and 2. the testimonial “everyone said that island is the absolutely 

most gorgeous one and the best paradise that exist”. What I call the testimonial is a 

narrative strategy to externalize evaluation, to prove that the evaluation is true 

because there were other people who considered it as true first. In the world of 

shared meanings of backpackers, the evaluations provide information on the 

backpacking-worldview: in independent travel, the decision-making process is 

significant, the financial restrictions is a common denominator for young people, and 

a non-crowded place is a sign of success for a backpacker who sets out to precede, 

rather than follow, major trends in traveling. 
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6 Distress 

 

The second analytical topic is distress. Distress is here synonymous with being in 

new, sudden or unusual situations, or an anticipation for, or avoidance of them. 

Distress refers to situations on a pinch, difficulty, trouble or unease. Some of the 

stories include elements of something bad almost happening, and in other cases, 

something bad did happen. My informants used various tactics to combat the 

distress, which will be elaborated in this chapter. The chapter is divided into personal 

distress, digital distress and environmental distress. 

 

 

6.1 Personal distress 

 

Personal distress relates to expectations, trip planning, situations in a pinch and 

failures. I asked my informants about the expectations on the trip before they went, 

which were usually not too many, too high or too defined. To travel out alone on a 

longer trip can awaken doubts of one’s ability to survive by themselves. There can be 

mixed feelings, illustrated by planning and simultaneously setting expectations on 

unpredictable conditions. 

I have attempted to not plan excessively […] and not expect too much.  

(SLS 2329/2018) 

“I wasn’t really prepared. I didn’t really think of anything, I just went” 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

The excerpts are short but illustrate the contradiction that expectations and planning 

create, and the ephemeral character of a drifter-type of traveling, which is idealized 

in the backpacker community (Uriely, Yonai & Simchai 2002, 535). If you plan and 

create expectations, you can end up in a situation where you are prepared for events 

that are expected, but whenever something unexpected happens, you will be left 

without a plan. A common topic that was touched during my interviews was 
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expectations and planning. Settling down or planning for a family is not a priority in 

the present moment. Here, leisure is the freedom from planning, and the freedom to 

be spontaneous. The impermanence of the traveling lifestyle is seen as a journey 

where one is seeking for future options – either returning for vacation or settling 

down later in life. The will to travel becomes a break for the individual in an 

uncertain narrative about the future life path, in a changing labor market. At some 

point, but not now, it might be time for setting down, it is argued in my material. The 

impermanence of the life situation permeates the attitudes among my informants, and 

their travel the world can become a break in a work-life situation and an uncertain 

future. One of my informants describes the following: 

... everybody asks me well, what’s your next plan, what will you do 

now, and I am like umm I don’t really know, I don’t really have a plan, 

but I would like to collect some more money and go on the next trip. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

Answering stringent questions about an uncertain future can be daunting for a young 

adult. My informant tells me about her wish to travel, but her own wishes differ from 

the external expectations. Saving money for the next trip seems to be a way to make 

cuts, or milestones, in a seemingly uncertain and uncontrollable future timeline. 

These cuts in time have a liminal and a liminoid character. Lengthy trips can be seen 

as a maturing ritual, and as an individual choice. It is not a festival, but the out-of-

the-ordinary experiences can create a series of festive-like peak experiences during a 

lengthy, independent trip. In my material, liminality and liminoidity is visible side by 

side. I would argue that a liminoid time can have liminal traits, and vice versa. What 

if lengthy trips cutting in time become the norm instead of having a linear work 

trajectory? 

The narrated experiences of backpacker trips that were going on during the 

interviews have emerged in interruptions of time, after graduation, after quitting a 

job, after switching careers. It may emerge from a personal crisis, or simply from a 

wish to do something different, to let go of the usual. For young adults, taking a trip 

can be a ritual to equip yourself with self-insights in an unforeseeable, but time-

limited future that will prove to be useful across other domains.  
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Backpacking is differentiated from tourist vacations by backpackers, and also by me 

in my material (see Noy 2008). A backpacking trip can have relaxed moments, but in 

its totality, backpackers view backpacking as an adventurous, experimental form of 

traveling, which the following citation from Katarina highlights: 

”You are not just laying on a sunlounger and being like… life is nice.” 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

In this report, leisure and traveling is portrayed as a time to be active, rather than 

passive. Movement seems to be the way of Katarina to describe her way of life, and 

she lives on the move. The only time she stops is to make money so she can continue 

traveling on her savings. It is a lifestyle she strives to maintain. Enjoying some time 

off movement is a financial decision. But Katarina dreams of living in Australia. 

Matilda was satisfied with her three-and-a-half-moth trip and was looking forward to 

living her ordinary life again. When traveling, she mentions being pressured to 

experience, to be “on the move” and to “do something amazing all the time”. The 

enjoyment of traveling disappears, the freedom to experience can become an 

expectation for the traveler, almost an obligation in the face of productivity. There 

can be an underlying fear of missing out, or using the valuable time off working in a 

wasteful way. Being bored during a choiceful, liminoid time is something unnatural. 

Expectations on moving on and taking time off creates tensions. While having low, 

or no expectations at all is seen as an ideal for a successful trip, as I stated above my 

material indicates that travelers have internalized a norm of productivity with 

expectations of doing something “amazing” all the time. This aspect of having the 

extraordinary experience translates into expectations during the trip. My interviewee 

explains that in its all extraordinarity, being able to enjoy oneself during the trip 

requires either plenty of arrangements or adaptability. The preparations one make for 

a trip can have ritual characteristics, which I will return to in the next two 

paragraphs. This is what Johan told me when I asked him “How does it feel to pack 

and leave? What are the emotions that appear when you go somewhere?”. 

J: The last time when I was going to Australia it did not feel good. 

CL: No? 
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J: It was… Usually you are ready, like now I am leaving. But when I 

was going, I don’t know why, but it was like I could not pack, I was 

totally like no, screw this, I don’t feel like it. But it shifted a few hours 

before leaving, and then I got this feeling like now I am going on a trip. 

[…] 

J: It was rough. Because I was going to pack the day before at least, but 

it didn’t work. 

CL: So something told you not to leave? 

J: Yes, it started, I had issues with going to Helsinki. The trains were on 

a strike and it felt like the universe said, no. 

CL: So there were many obstacles. But you made it? 

J: Yes… It was OK… The clouds shattered. (laughter) 

 (SLS 2329/2018) 

This narrative has an element of something bad almost happening, where the almost 

is a narrative strategy to create drama and humor (Marander-Eklund 2016, 115).  

There were omens about missing the flight, which is explained by both psychological 

and external circumstances, he did not “feel like” leaving, the act of packing was left 

to a later time than anticipated, and the trains were late. Internal evaluation and time 

were factors that anticipated trouble, a source of distress. The narrative ends with a 

metaphor, “the clouds shattered”, meaning the danger of missing the flight was over. 

Within answers about mindset when traveling, there was always an amount of self-

reflection and self-knowledge. On the one hand, traveling and making trips functions 

as a breathing place from detailed planning, organizing which by some of my 

interviewees are considered as activities which create expectations. Not planning a 

trip excessively seems to be a shared ideal among my interviewees on how to 

conduct a successful trip, whereas an unsuccessful trip was one where the individual 

had excessive expectations. Non-planning is an exception from expectations of a 

planned state of being. 
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Another perspective on Johan’s narrative is the difference in status when being 

mobile and being in situ. Planning skills were too considered important when 

traveling in order to make the trip successful. Packing is given a significance in the 

narrative, a successful execution of this private, yet crucial ritual prepares the 

traveler for transferring himself or herself into the state of mobility. Packing is a 

ritual passage for the individual, practical and mental way to prepare for a changed 

state of being. (see Hertzberg-Kaare 2002, 109) 

Traveling is also about putting oneself in new, different, surprising situations, where 

the exposure to trouble, failures and distress lead to the learning of new skills and 

perspectives. Here I consider a “negative experience” as a result of certain factors, 

but also a subject of mentality. In the context of narrativity, having low expectations 

is a way of managing the outcome of the experience. Situations of distress can occur 

regardless of mentality, for example when a valuable item is lost. Here, Katarina tells 

in detail about how she acted when she lost her passport, which is a situation that can 

happen to a traveler, and a source of distress. 

K: Things happen as they happen. And this [name] who I traveled with, I lost 

my… when we arrived to Cambodia’s capital, we arrived with bus from Siem 

Reap, and I had a bag where I always carry my passort, my important 

documents, flight tickets, earplugs if I want to sleep, you know… Some stuff. 

And I had my GoPro [camera] in the same bag too. 

 C: Yes. 

K: And I had my [backpack] with me. And I had it on the floor, open, and I 

played with my GoPro, and put the bag on it [backpack]. And when we 

arrived I picked up my backpack and closed it, took my large backpack from 

the storage, then we took a tuk-tuk and continued to our hostel. I had a feeling 

that I forgot something, but I always have that feeling, so I am like… 

 C: Yes. 

 K: ... I have everything, what ever. 

 C: Yes. 

K: Then we arrived at the hostel, then we… I was going to look something on 

my GoPro I think. So I noticed the bag was missing. And I was like ”it is not 
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here! It is not here…”. It had my passport. I was like... What the damn will I 

do now? 

 C: [mumbles] 

K: And I was like, my friend [name], she was on the toilet, and I just like: 

[name], I lost my passport, it is not here. And she just “ok, ok…” […] Even if 

I was stressed, running with sweat, I still was like, ok, what do we do? What 

is the plan, you know? 

C: Yes. 

K: And I was like, the embassy, where is the closest one, you know, one 

already thinks about that. Then I was like ok, it can still be on the bus. 

C: Yes. 

K: We went to the hostel, there was a dude in our age who worked there, and I 

had the number to the bus company on our ticket. And I was like to him, can 

you call, it will be so much smoother if you talk in their language. I can… 

they will be like “excuse me… what… miss”, you know. I told him “please 

do this”, and he just “yea sure”. He was so, so nice and calm. Then he called, 

it took ages, I walked around in a sweat. I was like “shit, ok, my passport”, 

you know “take my GoPro, what ever”. My passport… I need it when I 

travel.K: He had to call the Siem Reap office, which called the office where 

we were, that was going to call him while he looked [for the passport]. So it 

[communication] went three ways, we waited for fifteen minutes, it felt like 

half and hour. Maybe it was ten minutes, but it felt like ages when they called 

and told they found something, but they do not know what. And I was like 

whatever, did not even tell [name] I left, I ran to my tuk-tuk, just like “to the 

bus station”. […] It was chaos. When I arrive [at the bus station], I run 

around. They only had a bus and people there. [...] The guy at the hostel was 

like, you will never get it [the bag] back, people steal here, never walk with a 

mobile phone in your hands at the street, people will take it from you.  [...] 

they will steal the backpack from your shoulder when they drive past you with 

a scooter. He was like do not carry anything with you, it is much safer. […] 

Well then they had it there. The bag, the GoPro and everything, I was like… I 

was so happy, in adrenaline-ecstasy… Dancing around ant telling everyone “I 

love you, I love you!” (laughs) Even though I was stressed, I had energy and 
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was like “ok, what do we do now”… it is important to stay calm in these 

situations. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

This is a detailed story, or personal experience narrative on handling a troubling 

situation. The story is told partly in past tense and partly in present tense. The worst 

that could have happened, the passport not being found, was avoided with the actions 

taken by Katarina herself. The story is a personal experience narrative, because it is 

based on events that happened to the informant herself (Arvidsson 1998, 28). The 

situation with the lost passport (complication action) is continuously evaluated 

through the cultural framework of the local hostel worker “people steal here”, 

“people will take it from you”, internal and interpersonal dialogue and so further. 

These evaluations add to the suspension of the story. Through the story, suspension 

is being held with the evaluations and a description of internal and interpersonal 

dialogue, and the passport being retrieved (result) is only revealed at the end of the 

narrative. Katarina summarizes the spirit or the moral of the story, to stay calm in 

any difficult situation, several times during our interview. 

Urry claims that tourism is a risky leisurely activity, where disease, danger and death 

can lead tourism to self-destructivity. He mentions five strange ways in which risk, 

pain and danger is combined with pleasure. First, the tourist places are often full of 

illness and death. Second, consuming tourist attractions often involves consuming 

violence and violent death. Third, disease and international mobility are 

interconnected, an Urry states exaggeratedly that the “fear of illness that can 

overnight turn a tourist place into a place fearing death. Fourth, crime and fears 

around personal safety, for example mugging, pickpocketing and prostitution are 

common around tourist areas. (Urry 2011, 218-223) 

A tactic I used for bringing up stories of memorable moments was to ask my 

informants what they like to tell about their trips upon returning home. One 

memorable moment can be when something did not go as planned. This narrative 

about the failed volcano trip was told by Simon. 

...things that have failed a bit to which one can laugh afterwards. Like 

our volcano trip, we were going to climb up to 3000 meter and see the 
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sunrise. But it rained and stormed and it was cloudy so we sat in a 

grotto for four hours and waited for the storm to end, and it did not so 

we did not go the all way up. We had 400 meters left to the top, but we 

descended instead. It was a bit disappointing, but we had fun in that 

grotto at least. Those things, they are the things you remember the best, 

and what one often tells about as well. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

Clouds, rain, and storm were sources of distress, a threat to the trip. In contrast to the 

earlier narratives, this travel narrative illustrates when circumstances did not align 

with the intentions of the group, and something bad indeed happened. The humor 

serves to lighten up the failed attempt to “climb up to 3000 meter and see the 

sunrise”. 

 

 

6.2 Digital distress 

 

The most common, everyday networking practices consisted of virtual messaging 

groups with friends, family or relatives, where my informants shared their greetings 

and updates as to how they were doing. Sometimes de-connecting from the virtual 

spaces can be the destination of the trip itself. Johan considered spending time in a 

fringe zone with no mobile network as a pleasant experience. 

Johan: To keep in touch with my family and friends, I went around 

once in a week, or every second week. So you went to the street and 

you take a Colectivo-car, you went to the next village with an Internet-

café. So when the weather was good, you could use the Internet there, 

when they had a parabol… 

CL: (interrupts) But only during good weather. 

Johan: Yes. Otherwise the signal was not so good (laughs). 

(SLS 2329/2018) 
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When the use of digital devices was discussed, it was considered both a necessity and 

commodity for traveling, as well as a distraction during experiences. Technology 

also allowed a virtual presence of home. For example, making Internet calls from 

Australia to Finland has become accessible through mobile devices, prepaid and 

traveler’s SIM cards, which relieves a traveler of homesickness, especially during 

holidays. Sharing activity such as posting images on Instagram, blogging and 

keeping in touch with friends and family during the trip became a minor, but still 

notable, extension of my informant’s experience of traveling. Frequent contact is 

possible with messaging and social media apps, it is no longer necessary for the 

“budget” traveler to worry about the size of his or her telephone bill. 

The omnipresence of digital technology is a subject of silent resistance in my 

interviews, as above in Johan’s story about staying in an isolated place. This 

resistance can be understood as actions and mindsets among the informants when 

they relate to their use of digital devices and the Internet during their trip. Some 

places may lack network connectivity and staying in fringe areas could be a tactic to 

avoid hyperconnectivity. However, virtual mobility can be a tool for connectedness, 

especially for the individuals with technological literacy who wish to immerse 

themselves in virtual spaces for one reason or another. Bringing a laptop to a free 

Wi-fi zone is a tactic for blogging travelers to update their blogs, which works as a 

personal memoir, accessible later in life, for images and detailed descriptions about 

something one wants to remember. The relevance of the digital community seems to 

rely on information and attention, and those who do not want to strive for attention-

seeking, may consider the virtual world as rather irrelevant. However, having 

information at hand can be useful and easy. Sharing practices and participating in 

digital communities are arguably relevant for those who consider it necessary, but the 

information-sharing practices, whether virtual or “on the road” can give an 

adventure-seeking, spontaneous traveler valuable direction of experience. 

A viewpoint on the digital sharing activity is how involving social media in a travel 

experience can affect the immediacy of the experience. One of my informants 

preferred sharing pictures afterwards in opposition to the instant sharing of content - 

meaning images, videos and texts on their social media platforms. Writing a blog can 

be a way of extending the travel experience to a virtual world. On the one hand, 

omnipresence can create a seamless merging of the physical and virtual world. On 
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the other hand, the omnipresence of connectedness may lead to disconnectedness. As 

with asking for too many opinions, the traveler can make his or her decision and 

share the experience with the assistance of the virtual world. With all the possibilities 

of commodifying connectedness, it can still be both a preference and a desire to stay 

disconnected from the statusphere and blogosphere with the immediacy of the 

physical world. In other words, perceptions and impressions have a collective aspect. 

 

 

6.3 Environmental distress 

 

A topic that was raised during my interviews is the ongoing debate on the 

environmental impacts of flying. Long-distance flying is known to be a major source 

of carbon emissions and has gained its deserved reputation in public debate as an 

environmental polluter. 

Johan: I try not to fly so much. When I arrive at where I should be I 

take the bus, or lift, or do something there instead. And one can try to 

spread this with being environmentally conscious. It is… One can see 

that it is very different from place to place. It is something 

acquaintances have been asking about when I returned to Finland, for 

example when I returned from Australia, oh yes how was it with this 

environmental thinking? And it is a difficult question. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

Questions on climate change and the stress on the earth’s resources that humans 

cause by their way of living is a source of ambivalent and anxious emotions. Words 

like “eco-anxiety” and “climate change anxiety” are tied to the recent climate debate 

(Fawbert 2019, Bendell 2018). Flying has become a symbol for this growing concern 

around climate change, and carbon emissions. IPCC published a special report5 on 

the 1,5 Celsius degree warming, which has gained attention over the world. The 

report was not published until the end of the year 2018, after I had finished my 

                                                 
5 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate change. https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/ 

https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
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interviews, but the publicity the report has gained, and the size of the global-wide 

movements on global warming tells that the issue with tourism, traveling and 

environmental practice is a topic of concern among the informants. Micro-narratives 

about environment-friendly practices were a strategy for the informants to dodge the 

great concern of how society is handling uncertainty about the future of our climate, 

but to focus on how they make this concern their own personal responsibility. 

Katarina: And plastic bags… It’s like that when they have stalls where 

they sell fruit drinks and coffee shakes, and it is a take away cup, with a 

straw, inside a little plastic bag you can carry. And there is so much 

plastic everywhere! 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

Plastic is a value-loaded word and a for the non-sustainable travel. It is a narrative 

key to Katarina’s climate awareness. Narrative keys are markers in micro-narratives 

that point to important meanings (Koskinen-Koivisto 2014, 48). Recently, EU 

banned plastic straws, and several campaigns have been started to promote the 

banning of plastic straws which have gained plenty of negative attention for littering 

beaches. Plastics which end up in the ocean is harmful for the ecosystem. Areas 

favorized by tourists are notorious for being crowded and are generally avoided and 

despised among travelers who seek exclusivity. Littering is viewed as a despicable 

action as this micro-narrative exemplifies: 

Katarina: I have to say that it’s awful I think, when you… Let’s say 

after a Christmas evening, or New Year’s Eve in Australia, all the 

backpackers gather at some beach, or at some park, everyone is 

drinking and partying there. And it is so awful when people don’t clean 

up after themselves. […] 

I would never leave something I would… never ever! So it’s a shame 

you hear about so many who travel you know, they don’t care at all. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

Backpackers who are gathering at a beach and partying is not a subject of further 

explaining, in the context where the narrative is told, the backpackers are a cause of 
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distress for the environment. The visual capacity of a place is exceeded when the 

subjective quality of the experience no longer is the wilderness and pristine beauty 

upon which the visitor expected to gaze. A place may have a physical carrying 

capacity much greater than what visual capacity may allow. The visual capacity is 

subjective and can be strikingly affected by the commercial edge of backpacker 

tourism. The romantic tourist gaze is one where people “expect solitude, privacy and 

a personal, semi-spiritual relationship with the objects of gaze” (Urry 2011, 227). 

Crowding a natural site and can thus become a self-destructive form of tourism and a 

source of distress. 

Another thing to consider is the impact of future hypermobility and hypertourist 

consumption on sites, which may be propelled by the growth of virtual communities 

(Urry 2011, 233). This topic is closely related to the everyday use of mobile devices. 

If virtual communities enable people to share experiences with each other, can they 

enable people to virtually enjoy the experience through the first-hand experiencer? 

Or will the virtual communities give a beginning to an even bigger rush to the 

pristine landscapes, where one is said to be able to gaze romantically over 

undiscovered wilderness? Will these landscapes stay pristine and wild, even if they 

are gazed upon by millions of pairs of eyes through a video or a picture in a visuo-

spatial space that is “always on” (ibid.)? From a mobility and resource perspective, 

will the attention of pristine places in the statusphere power even more people and 

goods to pristine places, or will the statusphere sedentarize some people while 

mobilizing others who are connected in the virtual networks? 

Fourth, Urry notes the tourism performances as involving putting the body into 

personal danger. Adventure tourism is a form of seeking a peak experience. The 

tourist gaze has developed new ways in which landscapes and experiences can be 

consumed through the tourist’s dream of mastery over the earth, including bodily 

extreme activities such as paragliding, bungee jumping, off-piste skiing, whitewater 

rafting, surfing and canyoning. Some of these activities were mentioned by my 

informants during the interviews. Furthermore, Urry points out that tourists are in the 

front line of a global political warfare, as the attack of Nice in 2016, which has been 

classified as jihadist terrorism by Europol, illustrates (2011, 221). Another risk 

associated with tourism and traveling is the risk of natural disasters. For example, the 

Indian Ocean tsunami 2004 that killed over 200,000 people in almost 14 countries. 
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The consequences of natural disasters and terrorism cause tremendous harm to the 

local population and societies, and affect the tourism industry, a local employer of 

major significance in some third world countries, as well as the attractiveness to 

travelers. The consequences of carbon emissions and global warming are risks that 

will affect the landscapes and the nature consumed by tourists and travelers in the 

future. 

Loaded questions about the purpose of traveling with the troubling aspects of 

environmental distress and natural disasters, among many others were present in how 

my informants talked about their choices to travel. In my material, the choice to 

travel far or frequently can be “uncomfortable” in the light of environmental distress, 

where flying and using single plastics symbolized the decline of the planet’s health in 

the presented narratives. 

Traveling was also presented as an individually and societally useful activity. In the 

context of traveling to exceptionally far places, it can be about mapping prejudice, 

creating understanding and empathy for other people, and as my informant Matilda 

pointed out, contribute to lessen conflicts. 

 

 

7 Transformation 

 

The third analytical topic, transformation, presents narratives on the process of 

becoming, of personal development. These ideas are related to self-development, 

ephemeral and transitional states of being. The figure of “backpacker” has a dual, 

fluid role in my material, as the individual and as people, and there is a movement 

between these two in the material. 
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7.1 Self-development 

 

Self-development is the development of one's own capabilities or possibilities, and a 

visible theme in some of the stories. Addressing such a topic as self-development 

seems to be a challenging task, but my interviewees were surprisingly open to tell 

about their experiences on what had happened with them. More personal 

development and more memories can be made over a longer period of time and 

addressing something specific with open-ended questions does not always lead to 

stories and memories. Katarina, who had been traveling long-term more than once, 

reflected upon the difficulty of choosing one specific memory to tell about. In a 

context of “showing”, it is not always natural for the storyteller to perform their 

experience(s). 

The topic about self-development seemed to appear organically on most of my 

interviews. Sometimes the discussion led me to ask about how my informants think 

about the topic. 

CL: What do you think yourself, have you changed during this trip? 

Marcus: Not so much (laughs). [...] Even if I haven’t noted it, I still 

think my way of thinking has changed. 

CL: Can you mention something that has changed in your way of 

thinking. 

Marcus:  [...] I have less prejudices against people. […] Everyone has 

something positive to give to you […] 

 (SLS 2329/2018) 

Marcus describes how his mindset has changed during his one year of traveling with 

“Less prejudice” and “everyone has something positive to give to you”. He 

exemplifies the positivity through remembering the locals in Indonesia, who despite 

having no language in common were cheerful and welcoming. This friendliness, and 

openness to strangers, is something he thinks is most visible in Indonesia. Marcus 

reflects on his trip as a dual experience where traveling Indonesia was “more like a 
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trip”. In his words, it was only when he met up with his friend in Indonesia that he 

felt like the adventure began. 

And then... it differs, it feels like it [the trip] is divided in two when I 

traveled to Indonesia afterwards, or South East Asia. And it is mostly 

the local inhabitants, where they have not seen so many Westerners 

before. There they ran after you and called “Hey mister!” (laughs). [...] 

We started in Bali, where one imagines paradise beaches, but I did not 

see it that way. [Bali] was full of litter, and that is one thing I 

remember, it was not how I pictured. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

The story tells about an unusual situation for the narrator himself, it can be 

understood as a self-revelation in two unusual situations, in village among locals and 

on a littered beach. Ida tells passionately about how traveling both solo and in groups 

is an activity where one can develop self-knowledge, self-understanding and ways of 

acting as an individual, and in a group unit. “There I met a few people I have never 

met before, and so we rented a campervan together and begun our one and a half 

month journey together” (SLS 2329/2018). I observed and understood from the 

material that, agreeing and compromising with different kinds of people was a useful 

skill in groups settings, especially when deciding on how to travel together, how to 

budget and use money, and which activities should be prioritized over others. 

Interests, tastes, budget, directions and preferences will guide travelers together and 

eventually pull them apart. How to spend time is a decision that can be both group-

oriented and individual. A working travel group can include paring individual 

preferences for the benefit of the group unit. On the other hand, traveling in groups 

or with friends can lead to indecisiveness. 

Ida: With personality, I have never seen it as a problem because I am… 

I can be a little shy sometimes, but not that much anyways. It is quite 

easy to socialize with me. But then, there are other persons who maybe 

have it more difficult. That’s why it’s good that there are other persons 

[in a group] who can bring them in and lift them up a bit. 

 (SLS 2329/2018) 
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This discussion I was having with the interviewees raises the question on which type 

of self-knowledge gains the most knowledge, and which type of self-development is 

the most developing. While words like this seem arbitrary, self-development is 

loaded with meaning. A flexible sense of self, the pain of travel that makes you grow 

relies on romantic imagery. (see Kannisto 2016, 46) Backpackers whom I 

interviewed made meaning of their trip as an experience of learning and personal 

growth and want to encourage people into traveling with learning and personal 

growth as a motif. The motivations to “develop oneself” and “learn about the world” 

is the propelling reasoning behind their volitions. Both Ida and Katarina 

recommended traveling as a means of acquiring self-development during our 

interviews. Traveling becomes a rite of passage with a liminoid character because, it 

is not necessarily preceded by a personal crisis. Traveling has a volitional character 

for the individual who seeks to develop himself or herself. This means that an 

individual who seeks to develop himself or herself is in a transitional state because of 

the way he or she chooses to travel (van Gennep 1960, 8). 

 

 

7.2 Fluidity and transitions 

 

“What you have is that backpack and it is your life”. For the person who travels in 

Australia, the Working holiday pass gives the alternative to gather travel funds and 

travel at the same time. It’s not leisure in opposite to work.  

Matilda lived in Australia during her time in high school and explained how people 

on the other side of the world can become like a family after some time spent 

together. Impermanence is a common denominator for travel lifestyle and social 

relationships. She describes it as “Periodic friendships, a kind of friendship that is 

different, maybe the bond is not thoroughly deep”. Marcus mentioned missing “a 

fixed circle of friends” when traveling.  (SLS 2329/2018) 

In my material, there is surprisingly little mentioned about nationalities. The 

conversation mentions locals and backpackers when talking about social interactions, 

working abroad and prejudice. The backpackers are referred to partake in activities 
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such as “littering” and “partying”. These activities are scrutinized upon. There are 

similarities between the attitudes towards backpackers and college students who 

make trips during spring breaks. Drawing from his experience, Johan told me that he 

had encountered prejudice against white tourists in Mexico. The word Gringo is 

known in the Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking countries in Latin America and 

refers to a foreigner, especially white, American males. The connotation of this word 

is affected by context and emphasis. 

When I was in Mexico, there was this with Gringos. They [Mexicans] 

don’t like Americans that much. Especially during spring breaks, when 

they drink and mess around. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

Johan’s interpretation of the word Gringo is negative. It was brought up when I asked 

him about what prejudices backpackers can face. He also tells me that as a Finn, he 

meets very few people who express negative opinions about Finns, because the 

country is small. Because of the size of the Finnish population, the number of 

backpackers is small in comparison to countries with larger population. 

But when I told them I was from Finland, I’m not from the U.S., they 

replied “aha! Finland. You have good vodka”. The prices went down 

when one was willing to try [purchasing] in Spanish. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

Johan tells in the example above that friendliness increased from his attempt to speak 

Spanish. As someone who is traveling from Finland, he sees the Finnish identity as a 

positive one. 

When interacting with people in new situations, it seems like the informants have 

been exposed to the local history of travelers. The local history of travelers, in this 

context, means an area that is continuously being practiced as a discourse. (see 

Arvidsson 1998, 28) The local history of travelers in certain areas of Mexico is, as I 

showed above, notices about perceived friendliness and hostility towards travelers.  

Simon thinks spontaneity and braveness is the best thing with traveling. The 

exceptional receives more attention than in a perhaps more familiar environment. 
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Exceptional things are allowed to happen, and one does not have to scrutinize every 

decision of the day or has a freedom to scrutinize other choices. 

Simon: I think that the most beautiful thing with traveling is, for me it 

is the spontaneity one has. When I travel, I think less about 

consequences of what I do, than what I do when I am home. Then I 

think now I am here, and now I will do this. And I bear the 

consequences afterwards. One is not as cautious, or with some things 

one is cautious, with food and such […] taking vaccines and such […] 

Everyday things one does when one travels. One is more like go for it. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

The citation above can be seen as an example of how Simon makes meaning of 

which things are different, or should be different, when travelling. “One is more like 

go for it” represents a shift of mind from a close-ended to an open-ended state, a 

disconnection from “thinking” of “consequences” versus “being here” and “doing 

this”. In the end of our meeting, Simon told me he overcame his initial “what if” -

feeling after throwing himself into the experience of backpacking. While never really 

showing an attitude towards recklessness but instead responsible adventuring, similar 

to many of my interviewees, he pointed out that when traveling one worries less 

about what consequences an action in particular may cause for an individual in the 

future. In his mindset, it was allowed to try more things in moderation. Ideally, a 

traveler is brave enough to try, to experience, to indulge, but not to an extent where 

one risks his or her own health.  

My interviewee who worked in Sydney for a while explained to me that because of 

the everyday nature of the life there, there is not much to be told about it. It seems to 

be expected that I as the interviewer am looking for the peak experiences, “wow 

moments”. One of my realizations during this process was indeed, that I was looking 

for exceptional, out-of-the-ordinary experiences that would translate into tourist 

performances. Noy noted in his study on backpacker narratives that viewing 

backpackers as a category of tourists is fruitful (2007, 9). I would argue, that this 

perspective on the travel experience as a tourist experience is a vague conception of a 

time and space, because the time and space of traveling has several 
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This perspective suggests that the fluidity of a traveler is dependent on a sedentary 

society. According to Kannisto, there is criticism towards the sedentary society in 

There is thus a relationship, or a tension, between fluidity and being stationary. As 

many examples show, it is nearly impossible to be completely fluid, because it is an 

energy-intense state, calling for organized space. For example, the development of 

backpacker tourism has had spatial consequences on locations. These organized 

spaces are also known as backpacker enclaves (Cohen 2018, 105). When I asked 

Johan if he misses the stability, he replied with the following: 

A bit sometimes. Now when I returned from Australia, I missed it a 

little. And it is the reason for why I moved here and got a job and going 

to live here a couple of months, have some stability in life. Knowing a 

salary will come by the end of the month. 

(SLS 2329/2018) 

Stability comes up as an opposite to traveling. In Kannisto’s work with global 

nomads, the settled are associated with being suppressed, cautious, and calculative, 

and global nomads described their own lifestyles in terms of freedom, courage and 

spontaneity (2016, 46). However, for backpackers, the freedom, courage and 

spontaneity of traveling becomes a liminal time within a stable, settled life. 

The experience of personal freedom and development during traveling can be 

analyzed though narratives of immersion, distress and transformation. The freedom I 

refer to here is contextual, it is the freedom of the out-of-the-ordinary time when 

traveling, which happens in despise of the financial, geographical, technological and 

national borders, in despise of what responsibilities await, or will await in the future. 

This personal freedom was scrutinized upon when viewing backpackers behaving as 

a group, or as people. Tourists and travelers are subject to powerful and extensive 

systems and gazes of monitoring from norms, institutions and nations, which are 

reflected upon the attitudes towards locals and themselves (Urry 2011, 221-222). 

While identifying themselves with backpacking and seeing the factors preceding 

individual growth and awareness, there still was negative evaluations of backpackers 

as a group among my informants. In other words, my informants had internalized the 

normative views on harmful backpacker’s behavior, for example littering and public 
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drinking. Individual or group behavior considered as disrespectful is condemned 

inside the group. 

On one hand having freedom to create, or not create routines was viewed at different 

angles. Traveling gives the freedom to create or not create routines as long as the 

traveler can afford or stand the living standard when traveling. My informants, 

although being young adults with an experience of a lengthy trip in common, have 

very differing views on the traveling lifestyle. Generalizations can be made in what 

they narrate, but their viewpoints on traveling for lengthy times varied between each 

informant. 

 

 

8 Results and discussion 

 

The aim of this thesis has been to understand the changing global independent travel 

culture in the context of Finland-Swedish youth culture, studied through narratives 

told by seven young travelers. The interpretations I have made through an analytical 

reading of the material are presented through immersion, distress and transformation, 

concepts I have created for this thesis. The material that has been used in the 

analytical chapters are excerpts of conversations, and consists of travel stories and 

travel reports, and micro-narratives about backpacking experience. The narrative 

material is translated from the traveler’s experience, which is influenced by 

expectations, and from various local and political discourses. As a social figure, the 

backpacker is subject to prejudice, there are tensions between the individual and the 

normative aspect of travel experience. Local narratives contain evaluations on 

travelers, local people, events and so further, which in turn influences on how the 

individual backpacker views his or her own experience. 

My conclusion is, that the occasional liminal or liminoid freedom of long-term 

traveling is a viable and attainable alternative to settling down. The form of 

independent travel is also a critique towards institutional forms of tourism, which is 

visible from my narrative material. I have described the quality of the experience 
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through analyzing the narratives of immersion, distress and transformation. The 

lifestyle my informants refer to is one where travel is a means of gaining life 

experience and living playfully. There was not necessarily any purpose of traveling. 

This timing, however, can create a liminal space and be seen as a rite of passage 

between different social statuses in the life of the young adult. Travel can also be 

seen as a way of sequencing one’s life into sedentary and mobile phases. On the one 

hand, traveling is seen as a sustainable alternative to settling down or postponing that 

decision to a later stage of life. On the other hand, it is viewed as something 

temporary and fleeting one “should get out of the way”, so you can settle down after 

you “get it out of your system”. This statement is preceded by the assumption that, 

later in life, one will have more responsibilities, and less opportunities to make 

lengthy trips. The traveling lifestyle is secondly a complementary perspective on the 

life trajectory referred to by my informants where one receives a degree or a 

profession, settles down, makes a career, buys a house and starts a family. During the 

liminal and liminoid time of traveling, one works to be able to travel, and travels to 

experience. There are romanticist connotations in several of the narratives, consisting 

on narratives on adventure and suspension, spontaneous communitas and 

extraordinary and lucky circumstances. 

 

 

9 Sammanfattning på svenska 

 

Detta är en avhandling i nordisk folkloristik om reseberättelser. Fokus i avhandlingen 

vilar på unga vuxnas växande intresse för att göra långvariga resor med ett 

meningsfullt syfte. Ungdomsresande har under senaste åren varit en växande trend 

inom turism, som har betydande ekonomiska följder för turismen idag. 

Syftet med avhandlingen är att besvara på frågan vad de unga vuxna upplevt, och hur 

de skapar mening utifrån sina upplevelser på resande fot. Genom avhandlingen vill 

jag studera hur den resandes personliga erfarenhetsberättelser reflekterar en rörlig, 

flyktig tid, och anknyter denna till en större helhetsbild genom omslutning, 
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svårigheter och personlig omvandling. Jag använder mig av berättelseteori och teori 

om liminalitet, liminoiditet samt övergångsriter för att förstå hur upplevelserna 

konstrueras till berättelser som reflekterar omslutning, svårigheter samt omvandling. 

Avhandlingen är skriven på engelska för att tillgängliggöra resultaten till en bred 

publik. 

Avhandlingen tar avstamp i sju djupintervjuer med unga vuxna som nyligen gjort en 

längre självständig resa utomlands. Läsaren introduceras till tidigare forskning om 

backpacking och ungdomsresande, turism, digitala nomader och globala nomader. 

Mitt material som är utgångspunkten till unga vuxnas berättelser och upplevelser är 

transkriptioner baserade på halvstrukturerade djupintervjuer. Informanterna är sju 

finlandssvenskar som vid intervjutillfället var mellan 22–30 år gamla. Intervjuerna 

utfördes som fältarbete sommaren 2018 för Svenska Litteratursällskapet i Finland. 

Informanterna presenteras i avhandlingen med fiktiva namn. Flera av mina 

informanter har gjort en längre resa till Australien eller Nya Zeeland tack vare 

möjligheten att få ett Working Holiday visum för ett års tid. Andra länder som mina 

informanter besökt och som kommer upp i avhandlingen är Indien, Singapore, 

Indonesien och Kambodja. 

I metodkapitlet bekantar sig läsaren med meningsskapande och subjektivitet, 

intervjun som metod samt de informanter vars reseberättelser analyseras. Genom att 

använda meningsskapande som metod har jag läst intervjuerna som beskrivningar av 

informanternas erfarenheter. Den tredelade, meningsbaserade analysen baserar sig på 

begrepp som tillkommit genom en läsning där jag fokuserat på meningsskapande 

processer inom texten (Magnusson & Marecek 2015, 5). De meningar jag hittat i 

materialet är omslutning, svårigheter och omvandling.  

I kapitel tre presenteras den teoretiska referensramen med fokus i narrativ teori och 

ritualteori. Jag presenterar Labovs modell (2013, 27) samt konstaterar att 

berättelseteori har en stor betydelse i forskningsdiscipliner där fokuset ligger på 

vardagliga praktiker. Intervjuerna kan, trots sin konstlade karaktär, betraktas som en 

form av vardagligt berättande, där olika former av personligt grundat berättande 

förekommer (Arvidsson 1998, 27-30). Jag behandlar berättelserna som text, och 

delar huvudsakligen upp dem i berättelser, rapporter och konversation i analysen 

(jmf. Polanyi 1985, 12). 
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Jag ser resandet som en liminal företeelse när det handlar om ett uppdrag att finna 

seriös mening, och som en liminoid företeelse när resan är ett frivilligt sätt att 

underhålla sig själv. (Cohen, 1979, 179) I delkapitlet om liminalitet och liminoiditet 

lyfter jag fram Arnold van Genneps forskning om övergångsriter och Victor Turners 

forskning om liminalitet och liminoiditet, samt arbete, fritid och lek. Övergångsriter 

är ett slags undantagstillstånd som tillkommer då en individ övergår från en status till 

nästa (van Gennep, 1960). Det mellanrum som uppstår är liminalt. Turner hävdar att 

liminala övergångsriter är ett resultat av en djupt seriös personlig kris och ett slags 

kollektivt tvång, medan liminoiditet innebär ett nöjes- och lekfyllt mellanrum utan 

kris och tvång (Turner 1947, 74).  

Kapitel fem presenterar det första meningsskapande begreppet omslutning, att som 

resande omslutas i omständigheter och platser. I kapitlet om omslutning visar jag på 

vilka sätt de resande omsluter sig i en ny, främmande kontext genom olika 

omständigheter och platser. Extraordinära och tursamma omständigheter blir i 

analysen förklaringar på informanternas sökande efter paradis och människomöten. 

Kapitel sex handlar om stress och begreppet svårigheter, vilka kan innebära 

personliga trångmål, miljöproblem och digitala medier. Situationer där risker och hot 

var närvarande gav upphov till nästan-berättelser. I mitt material förekommer digitala 

medier som en nödvändighet, men också som en stressfaktor vilken stör 

reseupplevelsen. Miljön gav också upphov till trångmål, i synnerhet genom 

berättelser om plastkonsumtion och flygande. 

Kapitel sju behandlar begreppet omvandling i form av självutveckling, flyktighet och 

övergångar. 

Min slutsats för avhandlingen är att genom att uppsöka erfarenheter som kan liknas 

vid omslutning, och tar sig i uttryck som svårigheter kan leda till en personlig 

omvandling, eller skapa övergångar mellan olika livsskeden. Långtidsresandet kan 

också vara ett avbrott från en osäker framtid inom karriär, samt ett distanserade från 

omgivningens förväntningar på att vara uppkopplad och närvarande. Framför allt kan 

det betraktas som ett individuellt beslut som strider emot samhälleliga obligationer, 

men samtidigt möjliggör en personlig befrielse från dem. Spontanitet och avsaknad 

av rutin sågs som en befrielse, men var också ett tillstånd som kunde ge upphov till 

en meningsskapande process där den produktivitet man försökte undvika blev 
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förstärkt, nämligen genom höga förväntningar på att uppleva maximalt under denna 

flytande, flyktiga tidsperiod. 

I min avhandling ser jag resan och tiden som resande som en företeelse med både 

liminala och liminoida drag. Dessa drag tar sig i uttryck som övergångsriter, 

exempelvis att packa och planera före man åker. Den liminala fria tiden i att resa tar 

sig i uttryck genom vem man umgås med, och detta kan ge upphov till 

människomöten av en spontan karaktär, självutveckling och nöje.  
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